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Supported languages
Scope and sequence documents are provided for six supported languages and describe two main groupings:
French, German, Indonesian, and Italian (alphabetic) and Chinese and Japanese (non-alphabetic).
Auslan is a supported language but uses national documents for planning and assessing.

Why teach languages (LOTE)?
Students with proficiency in another language can communicate more effectively in an increasingly
globalised world.
Learning a language is recommended for its contribution to the overall education of students, particularly in
the areas of communication, intercultural understanding and literacy. It provides a foundation for later
language learning and supports educational, career and life pathways.
Languages (LOTE) is in the English–literacy area of the curriculum as it strongly supports the development
of literacy, language and communication skills. What we learn to do in one language helps us with any other
language and strengthens all literacy practices.

Language learning practices
For successful and effective language learning, learners need opportunities to:
•

be involved in communicating for real-life purposes

•

develop generic, transferable skills

•

focus on language features, skills and strategies

•

build on prior language learning allowing for the development of proficiency

•

learn about their own and other cultures through language

•

make connections across the curriculum and revisit concepts and processes in new contexts.

(Adapted from Australian Language Level Guidelines)

Supporting literacy
Learning another language promotes the development of understanding and literacy skills in students’ first
language. Students better understand how language works and develop a range of powerful learning
strategies. Students make comparisons, recognise patterns and view their first language from a different
perspective.

Using information and communication technologies (ICT)
Technology can bring languages and cultures into the classroom in immediate and authentic ways. Effective
use of ICT can:
•

facilitate effective communication between students and native speakers

•

bring the target language and culture into the classroom

•

support learning at all levels

•

allow students to work at their own pace.
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Thinking
Communicating in another language requires a broad range of thinking strategies, including classifying,
predicting, analysing and applying language rules. Students develop ways of thinking about and describing
language use. As students use and experience different languages and cultural practices, they reflect on their
learning and are challenged to consider their own identities and perspectives. They gain new ways of
thinking about their place in the world.

Intercultural language learning
Intercultural language learning is a way of understanding the relationship between language and culture and
how to use that knowledge in communicating across cultures. Intercultural language learning helps learners
to know and understand the world around them from multiple perspectives and to learn about themselves
through language learning. It requires learners to adopt an inquisitive mind, to notice and question
assumptions and to rethink how they relate to others.

Core content strands
Languages (LOTE) is organised into three interrelated strands:
•

communication

•

language as a system

•

language and culture.

Communicating is the central focus of language learning. The learning that takes place in the language as a
system and language and culture strands enables students to develop the knowledge and skills that they
need to communicate more effectively. The relative emphasis given to each strand in teaching programs will
vary according to the specific language and the needs of students.
1.

Communication
Students use their increasing knowledge of language and culture to communicate effectively,
confidently and responsibly. They use the macro skills of listening, speaking, reading and
writing.

2.

Language as a system
Students learn to identify, explain, apply, and compare language features, conventions and
patterns and to understand languages as systems. They articulate what they discover about the
similarities between their first and second languages. These skills and understandings support
their English literacy skills and provide a foundation for future learning.

3.

Language and culture
Students learn to recognise, compare, apply, reflect on, and analyse cultural features,
conventions, and patterns through language interactions. They identify and examine their own
cultural values and develop an awareness of diverse cultural systems.

Performance criteria
Significant aspects of learning are described in detail in the learning opportunities within each of the
following strands:
•

communication (listening, speaking, reading and writing)

•

language as a system

•

language and culture.

A suggested scope and sequence for these performance criteria is described in this syllabus across five
standards. Thinking and Using ICT are embedded.
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Standard one
Makes connections
between words and
phrases and their
meanings in spoken
texts

Language and culture

Language
as a
system

Writing

Reading

Communication

Speaking

Strands
Listening

Standards (alphabetic)
Standard three

Standard four

Standard five

Recognises meaning of
phrases and sentences
and responds
appropriately in routine
classroom activities and
social exchanges

Demonstrates
comprehension of
simple, factual items of
information contained in
short spoken texts

Demonstrates
comprehension of main
ideas and some
supporting details in social
interactions and in a
variety of spoken texts

Demonstrates
comprehension of
overall meaning and key
supporting details in
authentic and modified
spoken texts

Uses single words
and short phrases in
action-related
activities and in
simple social
interactions

Takes part in spoken
social routines and
responds to familiar
questions in everyday
classroom contexts

Makes statements and
asks simple questions to
exchange greetings and
personal information

Using familiar language,
asks for and provides
information and opinions
through short
conversations or oral
presentations

Coherently presents and
requests information and
opinions in sustained
conversations and oral
presentations

Recognises letters,
words or phrases

Reads short repetitive
texts containing familiar
language and identifies
single items of
information

Reads short texts
containing familiar
language and identifies
key ideas

Reads a variety of texts
containing some
unfamiliar language and
identifies key ideas and
some supporting
information

Demonstrates
comprehension of
overall meaning and key
supporting details in
authentic and modified
written texts

Copies and writes
letters, symbols or
words

Copies and writes
phrases or short
sentences using wellrehearsed language to
convey simple
information

Writes short texts to
convey personal and
factual information using
familiar language

Applies familiar linguistic
patterns and structures to
link and sequence
information and ideas in
written texts

Conveys a range of
experiences or ideas
applying appropriate
vocabulary and
structures in a range of
written texts

Recognises
similarities and
differences in the
patterns of oral
language

Recognises similarities
and differences in the
patterns of oral and
written language

Recognises and uses
correct patterns in the
target language in
familiar situations and
compares with English

Without cues, recognises
and uses correct patterns
in the target language in
familiar situations and
compares with English

Uses correct patterns
and analyses and
interprets meaning in
texts

Understands that
people have unique
characteristics.

Understands that people
have differences and
similarities and makes
comparisons between
the target language
culture and their own.

Identifies and describes
the value of cultural
similarity and difference.

Understands the value of
cultural diversity.

Values and celebrates
cultural diversity.

Understands how cultures
and languages contribute
to shared and unique
identity and values.

Shares personal insights
and a deeper
understanding of their
own and other cultures.

Begins to be aware
that they are part of
a connected world.
Experiments with the
target language and
begins to make
connections between
the target culture /
language and their
own.

Standard two

Begins to identify how
cultural values are
expressed in language.

Reflects on how these
are expressed in their
own and the target
language culture.
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Teaching for learning
High quality teaching has a significant impact on student learning and achievement. The learning, teaching
and assessment principles provide guidance for teaching and assessment approaches that place the student
firmly at the centre of the educational process.

Learning, teaching and assessment principles
Learning

Teaching

Assessment

…makes meaning of the world

…helps students understand by
acquiring knowledge and skills

…focuses on students demonstrating
understanding in a range of
curriculum areas

…is innate and lifelong

…is based on high expectations and
enjoyment of learning

… improves learning and
achievement

…is a personal process

…recognises individual differences, is
inclusive and based on a broad range
of teaching strategies

…enables students to self-assess and
negotiate criteria and assessment
tasks

…connects prior knowledge and
experiences to new information and
learning

…determines what students know
and connects to students’ lives and
futures

…information is based on valid
processes and used to plan effective
instruction

…is influenced by social interactions

…builds effective relationships
between all those involved in the
educational process

…is fair and inclusive of judgements
from students, peers, teachers,
parents, carers and others

…is affected by emotions

…provides a safe and challenging
learning environment

…helps develop the wellbeing of all
partners in the learning and teaching
process

... is influenced by personal identity
and motivation

…builds high expectations and
confidence in students

…provides timely, accurate and
positive feedback to students

…depends on meaningful information
and experiences

… involves students in setting goals
and connecting what is taught to life
and further learning

…enables students to be clear about
what is being assessed and how this
connects to life and further learning

…is improved when students are
aware of how thinking and learning
occur

… focuses on thinking skills in all
curriculum areas

…encourages students to reflect on
their learning including thinking skills

…enables students to demonstrate
their understanding in new ways

… enables students to apply their
learning in new ways

… tests students’ ability to apply
their learning in new ways
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Assessment principles and practice
The main purpose of assessment is to improve student learning. Assessment is an ongoing process of
gathering and using evidence of student achievement.
Effective assessment enables:
•

students to better understand their progress towards goals and become more knowledgeable and
self-directed in their learning

•

teachers to make more informed judgements about student progress and design more effective
teaching programs

•

parents and carers to better understand and support students’ learning and achievement.

Effective assessment emphasises:
•

assessment for learning—teachers using evidence of student progress to inform their teaching

•

assessment as learning—students reflecting on and evaluating their progress to inform future
learning goals

•

assessment of learning—teachers using evidence of student learning to make individual and
collective judgements on student achievement against specific curriculum goals and standards.

Methods of assessment
Languages (LOTE) teachers provide a broad range of opportunities for students to show what they know
and can do. They enable students to have input into different ways of providing evidence of their learning.
Effective assessment methods include:
•

informal assessment: students and teachers making incidental judgements about what they have
learned on a day-to-day basis

•

formal assessment tasks: students demonstrating achievement against criteria that are known prior
to undertaking a learning task

•

observations or anecdotal records: teachers taking informal notes while working with students

•

checklists: teachers developing snapshots of the students’ knowledge and skills

•

portfolios: students building up carefully selected collections of their work over time.

On-balance judgement
Teachers weigh up evidence of students’ performances on different aspects of the Languages (LOTE)
curriculum area. They keep records of students’ progress. A final decision about a student’s achievement is
made using an on-balance judgement. An accurate on-balance judgement considers:
•

the consistency of the student’s performance over a period of time

•

clear indications of progress from first attempts to current performance

•

demonstration of knowledge, processes and skills in different contexts

•

the validity of the assessment task in relation to what it is intended to test

•

whether there is sufficient evidence of achievement to assign a standard

•

relative performance on similar tasks by the student’s peers

•

teacher reflection and collaboration with their peers to increase consistency and validity.
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Opportunities to learn and year levels
The Tasmanian Curriculum describes the scope and sequence of learning opportunities for students as they
progress from Kindergarten to Year 10.
In the languages (LOTE) area, students may begin their study in K-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8 or 9-10. Therefore
students would only be expected to achieve the standards corresponding to their year level if
they have had sufficient opportunities for prior study. The standards presume that the sequential
study of a language for an extended period of time is necessary to achieve the highest levels of
performance.
Within each language class there will be students with varying backgrounds, needs and interests. It is
therefore likely that classes will be multi-level, containing students operating at more than one standard.
Teachers will need to modify lesson content and related tasks according to the age and background of their
students.
Schools choose a language program that suits the needs of their students and context. Models may include
face-to-face teaching, intensive, online or a combination of methods. As language learning is cumulative,
students should be provided with continuity of language learning opportunities and appropriate time
allocations to reach the upper standards.
The learning opportunities in this document provide possible starting points for engaging students in
language learning appropriate to their age, level of maturity and cognitive development. The table below
provides guidance about the range of opportunities that may be offered within each year level.
Year level

K-2

3, 4

5, 6

7, 8

9, 10

Standards

Standard 1

Standard 2

Standard 3

Standard 4

Standard 5

Stages

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

The relationship of the Languages (LOTE) curriculum to further study in
Years 11and 12 and life-long learning
The languages (LOTE) curriculum prepares students for further study in languages in the senior secondary
years. Students who attain the upper stages of Standard five are prepared for pre-tertiary levels at Years 11
and 12.
Having knowledge of another language and culture builds rapport with people from around the world and
provides insight to their values and ways of thinking. Most countries recognise the importance of a highlyskilled, multilingual workforce in today's rapidly changing marketplace. The ability to communicate in other
languages can expand business and employment opportunities.
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Organisation of the scope and sequence
This scope and sequence aims to support teachers in designing and delivering programs that allow students
to consolidate their language learning and progressively develop the skills, knowledge and understanding
necessary to be an effective communicator in the target language.
Learning does not always develop in a linear way. The cumulative nature of language learning means that
teachers will often revisit content from a range of standards and draw on resources from across the
standards. Higher standards incorporate the knowledge, skills and understanding from lower standards.
The three content strands are interrelated and are not intended to be taught separately. Teachers may
wish to provide additional learning opportunities that meet the individual needs of their students and
connect with other curriculum areas currently being studied.
The following diagram illustrates the relationship between the strands:

Communication
(using language)

Language as a
system
(making linguistic
connections)

Language
and culture
(understanding
culture)

The content section of the syllabus is organised by five standards. Each standard section contains:
•

an overview of the standard

•

learning opportunities, comprising:

•

o

key focus areas

o

key concepts and topics

o

linguistic items

o

possible teaching emphases

a list of resources.

Describing the scope and sequence
The scope and sequence is described in the following pages in terms of concepts, topics and linguistic items.
The following pages provide a summary of the key concepts and topics, and the linguistic items, from
standards one to five.
Teachers may use any of these organisers as the starting point for their planning, depending on the needs
and interests of their students, their own preference and their teaching context.
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A guide to key concepts and topics across five standards – alphabetic languages
Teachers consider their students’ experience and age, and their own teaching contexts in selecting what to teach and how to teach it. The topics listed are a guide only.

Concepts
Identity

•

Relationships

•

Belonging

•

K–2

3–4

Standard one

Standard two

myself
family
friends

•
•
•

5–6
Standard three

family / friends
feelings /
emotions
sports / hobbies

•

in my class
after-school
activities
time e.g. days,
months, telling
time

•

my place e.g. room,
house
seasons
mapping
foods

•

stories / legends
games / songs
calendar / special
days
clothing

•

•
•

neighbours
people / jobs
sporting events /
champions

•

school
shopping
time e.g.
timetables, diaries

•

buildings
animals / habitats
weather
healthy diet

•

stories, folk tales
and plays
traditional games
festivals

•

•
•

7–8

9–10

Standard four

Standard five

communities
youth culture
heroes

•
•
•

Stereotypes
Interactions

•

Respect

•

Responsibility

•

greetings
daily routines
time - o’clock time

•
•
•

Diversity
Environment

•

Lifestyle

•

Wellbeing

•

home
pets / animals
food

•

Tradition

•

Celebration

•

Change

•
•

Sustainability

Culture

•

•

stories / legends
games / songs
celebrations e.g.
birthday, Easter,
national days

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

leisure / music
cooking / eating out
getting around

•

natural environment
e.g. water, landscapes,
regional areas
sport / health

•

the Arts
performance e.g. plays,
songs
fashion / clothing

•

•
•

•
•

•

self and country
exchanging places e.g.
student exchange, travel
cultural icons e.g. famous
people and places
restaurant / catering
news / popular media
making connections e.g.
email, SMS

housing
climate
recreation

texts e.g. songs, poetry,
stories, plays
cultural practices e.g.
family, religion, food
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Italian linguistic items across five standards
This table should use used in conjunction with the standard overview descriptions. Bold indicates pre-tertiary entry content
Standard one
Everyday language









Titles e.g. signora, signore,
signorina
Greetings e.g. ciao, buon
giorno
Inquiring after health e.g.
come stai?
Leave taking e.g. ciao,
arrivederci
Introductions e.g. mi
chiamo
Expressions of politeness
e.g. per favore, per piecere,
grazie, prego, piacere, di
niente
Agreement, disagreement
e.g. si, no

Intonation and Pronunciation


Pronunciation of the
alphabet and sounds

Standard two
Everyday language








Greetings e.g. salve, buona
sera, buona notte
Leave taking e.g. a presto,
a domani, a dopo, ci
vediamo, arrivederLa
(formal)
Expressions of politeness
e.g. come? scusi (formal),
scusa, altrettanto
Apologies e.g. mi dispiace
Commands e.g. ascoltate!
ripetete! scrivete! parlate!
capite?
Idiomatic expressions e.g.
mamma mia! ecco! bravo!
brava! bravo a fare __

Intonation and Pronunciation


Pronunciation of letter
combinations of
consonants and vowels
e.g. ba, bi, bo, be, bu, da,
di, do, de, du

Standard three
Everyday language





Formal forms e.g. come
sta?
Talking about the weather
e.g. che freddo!
Exclamations e.g. ecco! dai!
allora! Mamma mia!
Expressions of politeness
e.g. Buon lavoro! Buon
viaggio! Buona giornata!

Intonation and Pronunciation







Developing awareness of
pronunciation of ‘c’ and ‘g’
followed by vowels and use
of ‘h’ (hard and soft sound)
e.g. caffe’ / cinema, gondola
/ giocare, chi, ghiaccio
Developing awareness of
pronunciation of sc and
followed by ‘h’ or ‘I’ / ’e’
e.g. sci, schiavo
Pronunciation of letter
combinations ‘gli’, ‘gn’
Silent letter ‘h’ at the
beginning of a word

Standard four
Everyday language




Exclamations e.g. Che
peccato! davvero? non e’
possible! allora, senti, mi
dica, dimmi
Beginning to converse
within familiar contexts

Intonation and Pronunciation






Stress on final syllable
when accented e.g. città,
papa
Pronunciation of ‘c’ and
‘g’ followed by vowels and
use of ‘h’ ( hard and soft
sound) e.g. caffe’ / cinema,
gondola / giocare, chi,
ghiaccio
Pronunciation of sc and
followed by ‘h’ or ‘I’ / ’e’
e.g. sci, schiavo
Pronunciation of letter
combinations ‘gli’ and ‘gn’

Standard five
Everyday language


Conversations within
familiar contexts

Intonation and Pronunciation



Shortening of vowel
sound before a double
consonant eg. gatto
Developing a good flow
when reading
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Standard one
Adjectives


Standard two
Adjectives

Rehearsed use of some 
common, regular forms
with gender awareness
e.g. bravo / brava, bello
/ bella, grande, bene,
male, blu, rosso / rossa




Standard three
Adjectives


Initial awareness of
regular forms and
initial awareness of
gender and number e.g.
bambino / a, bambini /
e, azzurro / i, alto / a / i
/ e, fantastico / a,
ottimo, felice
Initial awareness of
position e.g. la
bicicletta rossa

Initial awareness of
possessives e.g. il mio
libro, la mia famiglia
Awareness of
interrogative adjectives 
e.g. che? chi? come?
dove? perche? quando?
quanti? com’è?





Recognition of an
increasing range of
adjectives and
developing
understanding of
gender and number
agreement e.g. felice,
triste, stanco,
simpatico, gentile,
brutto, italiano / a,
sudanese
Recognition of
possessives e.g. il mio,
la tua, i miei, le tue, i
tuoi
Awareness of position
of regular adjectives
after the noun and
agreement with the
noun e.g. un ragazzo / a
alto / a, due ragazzi / e
alti / e
Awareness of
interrogative adjectives
+ verb e.g. che cosa è?
che dici? chi viene?
quanto costa?
Awareness of common
adjectives that precede
the noun e.g. bello,
buono, bravo, brutto

Standard four
Adjectives











Agreement of number
and gender with noun
Common adjectives
that precede the noun
and their forms e.g.
buon, buono, buon’,
buona, buone, bel, bell’,
bello, bella, bei, belle,
begli
Forming the plural of
adjectives that end in
–ca, –ga, –go, –io e.g.
simpatico / ci, bianca /
che, larga / ghe, largo /
ghi, vecchio / vecchi,
grigio / grigi
Possessive adjectives
e.g. il suo, la sua, i suoi,
le sue
Interrogative adjectives
e.g. come? dove?
perche? quando?
com’è?
Variable interrogatives
e.g. quale? quanto?
Possessives when
talking about family e.g.
la mamma, il papa, mia
sorella, mio fratello, il
mio caro padre

Standard five
Adjectives








All forms of possessives e.g. il vostro,
il loro
Demonstrative e.g. questo, quello
Recognition of comparative e.g.
piu’ buono, meno di, uguale a,
meglio di, un migliore studente,
peggiore, maggiore, minore
Recognition of superlative e.g. il /
la migliore, il / la peggiore, il / la
minore
Variable interrogatives e.g. quale
/ i? quanto / a / i / e? + noun
Adjectives ending in -ista and
their plurals e.g. ottimista
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Adverbs


Rehearsed use of
common adverbs in
phrases e.g. molto
bene

Adverbs


Incidental use of
common adverbs e.g.
molto

Adverbs


Recognition of
common adverbs

Adverbs




Articles


Rehearsed use of
articles as they appear
in texts used

Articles


Developing
understanding of
gender and forms in
definite articles

Articles


Developing
understanding of
gender and forms in
definite and indefinite
articles

Articles







Conjunctions


Rehearsed use of e

Conjunctions


Incidental use of e and
ma

Conjunctions


Recognition and
incidental use of
common conjunctions
e.g. e, ed, anche, ma

Use and position of
common adverbs e.g.
bene, molto, poco,
tanto, troppo
Adverbs of time e.g.
sempre, quasi, gia’, mai,
ancora e.g. ho già
preso un caffè oggi
Formation and use of
gender and forms in
definite and indefinite
articles
Formation of partitive
article (some, any): di
+ definite article e.g.
dello zucchero, dei libri
When ‘di’ is used on its
own e.g. un pacchetto
di caffè
Use of definite article
where it is not needed
in English e.g. la
generosità, l’italiano, la
signora, la domenica,
l’Italia

Conjunctions


Increasing range of
common conjunctions
e.g. però, infatti, quindi,
magari, cioè,
purtroppo

Adverbs



Formation of adverbs attaching -mente
e.g. velocemente, lentamente
Recognition of comparative and
superlative forms e.g. meglio di,
peggio di, il migliore

Articles




Omission of partitive article in
questions or negative sentences
e.g avete bibite?, non ho
caramelle
Omission of article when referring
to members of the family in the
singular e.g. mia sorella, le mie
sorelle

Conjunctions


Use of common conjunctions e.g. e,
ed, anche, ma, però, infatti, quindi,
magari, cioè, purtroppo
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Standard one
Nouns


Rehearsed use of
frequently used nouns
e.g. il papà, la mamma

Standard two
Nouns



Standard three
Nouns

Incidental use of

gender and number e.g.
il papà, la mamma

Incidental use of simple
plurals e.g. il bambino, i
bambini


Increasing knowledge
of nouns
Developing
understanding of
gender, number and
plurals
Proper nouns e.g. Italia

Standard four
Nouns






False friends, cognates,
idioms


Introduce Italian words
that have been
absorbed into the
English language e.g.
ciao, bravo, presto, la
pizza, gli spaghetti
bolognese, lasagne

False friends, cognates,
idioms


Introduce a number of
cognates (Italian words
similar to English) e.g.
la banana, la pera,
l’autobus, possibile

False friends, cognates,
idioms


Continue to raise
awareness of cognates
and to encourage the
noticing of words in
Italian and that have
the same origin in
English e.g. ‘cento’, list
words in English to do
with a hundred like
century, centenary;
‘verde’ verdant; ‘acqua’
– aquatic; ‘sole’ – solar;
‘mare’ – marine

Formation and use of
regular nouns, gender,
number and plurals
Awareness of common
irregular forms
(singular and plural)
Recognition of
compound nouns e.g.
l’altoparlante, il
portafoglio
Recognition of
irregular nouns ending
in -a and their plurals
e.g. il programma i
programmi, il problema
i problemi

False friends, cognates,
idioms




Learn about falsefriends: words that are
apparently similar but
actually have different
meanings e.g. parenti relatives, sensibile sensitive, fattoria farm, libreria - book
shop
Increasing range of
cognates e.g. il deejay,
il gruppo

Standard five
Nouns





Nouns ending in -ista and plurals e.g. la
turista, l’artista
Invariable forms in the plural e.g. la
città, le città, il film, i film
Use of suffixes e.g. -ino, -etto, ello, -one, -accio
Use of prefixes e.g. dis, in

False friends, cognates, idioms





Increasing range of false-friends e.g.
arrangiarsi, attualmente, argomento,
palazzo
Learn some commonly used idiomatic
expressions that are also used in
English e.g. è più facile dirlo che farlo,
essere giù, mollare qualcuno
Learn some commonly used idiomatic
expressions that are translated
differently in English e.g. non vedo
l’ora di __ , essere suonato, prendere
in giro, fare quattro salti
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Standard one
Negation


Rehearsed use of ‘non’

Numbers and time


Cardinal numbers 0 –
20

Standard two
Negation


Incidental use of ‘non’

Numbers and time



Mathematical signs e.g.
più, meno, fa, diviso,
per
o’clock times e.g. sono
le tre

Standard three
Negation






Prepositions

Prepositions


Incidental use of
prepositions in familiar
sentences e.g. vado a
scuola in autobus, vado
a cavallo

Numbers to 100
Mathematical equations
e.g. cinquanta diviso
dieci fa cinque
Calendar: months,
days, dates e.g. il
ventinove maggio,
duemilasette
Time: half / quarter e.g.
sono le tre e mezza

Prepositions


Negation

Use of ‘non’

Numbers and time



Standard four

Use of some simple
prepositions - a, di (d’),
da, in, con

Standard five
Negation


Numbers and time






All numbers
Ordinal numbers e.g. il
primo gennaio
Telling any time,
analogue and digital e.g.
sono le tre meno
cinque, sono le due
cinquantacinque
Common
measurements e.g. un
metro e dieci
centimetre

Prepositions






Use of all simple
prepositions e.g. su,
per, tra (fra)
Prepositions +
definite article
(preposizioni
articolate) e.g. all’, dal,
nel, sul
Prepositions indicating
time, location,
direction e.g. da, a, fra,
da __ , fino a

Double negative e.g. non-mai,
né __ né, non affatto

Numbers and time





Fractions e.g. un quarto, metà
Time expressions e.g. ieri sera, due
giorni fa, lunedì scorso
Decimals
Collective numbers e.g. paio,
coppia, decina, dozzina, centinaio,
migliaio

Prepositions









Adverbial prepositions (preposizioni
avverbiali) e.g. sopra, sotto, dentro,
fuori, davanti a, dietro, dietro a
Prepositional phrases indicating
location e.g. vicino a, lontano da, di
fronte a
Common prepositional phrases
e.g. parto per Milano, parto da
Milano
Special usage of da e.g. vengo da
te, and in time expressions e.g.
sono qui da un anno
With verb e.g. commincio a
leggere
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Standard one
Pronouns


Rehearsed use of
subject pronouns,
especially io and tu

Standard two
Pronouns


Incidental use of
subject pronouns,
especially io, tu, lui, lei,
Lei

Standard three
Pronouns


All subject pronouns

Standard four
Pronouns




Sentence & phrase types


Questions and answers
e.g. Che cos’è questo?
Questo è un
giocattolo; Come ti
chiami? Mi chiamo
Lucia; Come stai?
Molto bene grazie

Sentence & phrase types




Questions e.g. Quanti
anni ha? Come si
chiama? Com’è lui? Di
che colore è? Hai una
penna? Ti piace il
calcio? Dove vai? Hai
un fratello fantastico?
Statements e.g. Il calcio
è fantastico; Il mio
sport preferito è il
calcio; ho una penna
blu; hai un fratello
fantastico

Sentence & phrase types


Gender and number
give more flexibility in
word order. However,
attention should be
given to word order in
statements and
questions
Questions e.g. Quanti
studenti ci sono?
Quanto costa? Qual’è
il tuo cibo preferito?
Dov’è la bibliotecca?
Dove abiti?

Demonstrative
pronouns questo and
quello and their forms
e.g. prendo quello,
compro questo
Possessive pronouns
e.g. la mia, il mio, i
suoi, è la sua

Sentence and phrase types




Questions e.g. Va a
casa in autobus?
Statements e.g. Va a
casa in autobus.
Negative constructions
e.g. non ho una penna,
non mi piace la pizza

Standard five
Pronouns
 Direct object pronouns: mi, ti,
La, lo, la, li, le e.g. lo prendo,
non lo mangio
 At the end of the infinitive e.g.
dimmi, voglio mangiarla, vado
a salutarla
 Interrogative e.g. chi? che (cosa)?
quale? quanto? dove?
 Disjunctive pronouns e.g. a me, per
te, con lui
 Object and reflexive pronouns
used with the imperative e.g.
alzati!, vestiti!, invitila!
 Indirect object pronouns - mi,
ti, gli, le, ci, vi, gli, loro e.g. gli
parliamo domani
 Reflexive pronouns e.g. ci
vediamo, vi conoscete
Sentence & phrase types






Interchangeable questions and
statements e.g. e.g Perchè va a
Melbourne in nave? Perchè si
traslocca
Negative constructions e.g. non
gioco più a tennis, non mangio mai il
cioccolato, non ho piu soldi, non
faccio niente
Time phrases e.g. Sono qui da
un’ora, ero lì per un’ora,
saro lì in un ora
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Standard one

Standard two

Standard three

Standard four

Standard five

Sentence & phrase types
(continued)




Verbs



Incidental use of simple
forms e.g. mi chiamo,
io sono, io ho __
Imperatives e.g. avanti!
Attenzione! Ascoltate!
Via!

Verbs


Incidental use of
present tense,
common forms e.g. mi
piace, io ho due fratelli,
lui è alto, mangio il
gelato

Statements e.g. ci sono
venti studenti; costa
dieci dollari / euro;
abito a Hobart, in
Tasmania
Use of capitals in Italian
compared to English
e.g. not used for days
or months, Italia,
italiani

Verbs







Increasing range and
understanding of
verbs incidentally in
context e.g. io ho un
gatto, tu hai
Introduction to
present tense of
regular verbs -are, ere, -ire
Incidental use of the
Imperative e.g. chiudi la
porta!
Awareness that the
subject pronoun is
dropped as the verb is
always conjugated e.g.
abito a Hobart

Verbs











Present tense:
Regular verbs -are, ere, -ire
Imperative
Frequently occurring
irregular verbs: avere,
essere, fare, andare
Reflexive verbs e.g. mi
alzo, mi lavo
Incidental use of
Present Conditional:
dovere, potere, volere
e.g. vorrei
Indicative + infinitive
e.g. posso avere __
Imperative e.g. Ascolta!
Dammi la matita!

Verbs








Present tense conjugation of
regular verbs
Present tense conjugation of
frequently occurring irregular
verbs: avere, essere, fare, andare,
dovere. Potere, volere, dire, uscire,
venire
Incidental use of Present
Conditional e.g. vorrei
Idiomatic use of avere, fare e.g. avere
fame, fare colazione
Common modal verbs + infinitive:
volere, dovere, potere e.g. voglio
fare, devo fare
Imperative: First person plural e.g.
Andiamo al cinema!
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Standard one

Standard two

Standard three

Standard four

Standard five
Verbs (continued)













Present perfect (passato
prossimo) with auxiliary verbs
avere and essere o e.g. ho
bevuto, sono andato
Forming past participles,
regular verbs: -ato, -ito, -uto
endings e.g. ho dormito
Commonly used irregular past
participles as needed: -are verbs
e.g. fatto; -ere verbs e.g. visto,
chiesto, corso letto, preso,
scritto; -ire verbs e.g. aperto,
ditto, offerto
Future (Futuro Semplice)
regular forms e.g. scriverò
Future present e.g. vado a
mangiare
Future commonly used
irregular verbs: avere, essere,
andare, fare e.g. sarò
Imperfect (imperfetto): e.g.
facevo caldo, andavo
Piacere
Recognition of pluperfect
(trapassato prossimo) e.g.
avevo mangiato, ero andata
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Languages (LOTE) Italian
Standard one
Standard overview
Learning opportunities
Resources
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Standard one overview
The standard one student may begin learning the target language in the early years. Students at standard
one have a strong focus on self and their personal reactions and experiences.
Students enjoy exploring the sounds and meanings of the target language and a new form of
communication. They begin to experiment mainly through listening and speaking activities particularly
through the Arts (music, dance, drama, media, visual art), games and role-play.

Communication
Students experiment with language, participating in singing favourite songs and rhymes. They begin to
imitate intonation, stress, rhythm and pronunciation in spoken words and phrases, and use rehearsed
simple language. Students can respond non-verbally to simple directions. They engage in shared reading
experiences, relying on pictorial clues and teacher dramatisation to comprehend meaning. Students
understand that they live in a world that can be explored through target language and images. Students may
trace, copy or write short texts with the support of models. For scripted languages, students become
aware that there are different scripts and begin to recognise characters from the target language.

Language as a system
Students understand that the sounds of the target language may be the same or different from other
languages. Students begin to notice similarities and differences in the patterns of oral language. For scripted
languages, students recognise that there are different writing systems.

Language and culture
This strand is interwoven with communication. Examples are provided in the content area of this document
and will be expanded upon as teachers work with the intercultural approach. Students understand that they
are part of a connected world. They begin to learn about their own culture and identity through noticing
aspects of language that are demonstrated in visual ways – for example, on road signs.

Thinking
Students display a natural curiosity and interest as they experiment with the target language and its
patterns. They appreciate that some concepts that they understand through English may be expressed
differently in the target language.

Using ICT
Students begin to access ICT to view authentic texts, symbols and images, and listen to songs and stories.
They may communicate simple messages using ICT and begin to enjoy interactive language programs.
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Learning opportunities standard one
Focus on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

exploring sounds and meanings of target language
listening and speaking
music, dance / movement, rhymes, games and role-play
imitation / modelling
rehearsed, simple language
shared stories with visual cues
noticing patterns
self in relation to others

Key concepts and topics

•
•
•

identity

interactions

environment

tradition

relationships

respect

lifestyle

celebration

belonging

responsibility

wellbeing

culture

stereotypes

diversity

sustainability

change

myself
family
friends

•
•
•

greetings
daily routines
time – o’clock time

•
•
•

Linguistic items
Everyday language








Titles e.g. signora, signore, signorina
Greetings e.g. ciao, buon giorno
Inquiring after health e.g. come stai?
Leave taking e.g. ciao, arrivederci
Introductions e.g. mi chiamo
Expressions of politeness e.g. per favore, per
piecere, grazie, prego, piacere, di niente
Agreement, disagreement e.g. si, no

home
pets / animals
food

•
•
•

stories / legends
games / songs
celebrations e.g.
birthday, Easter,
national days

Possible teaching emphases
•

Practise oral skills by playing simple playground
games and performing songs with appropriate
actions.

•

Explore letter and sound blends through songs,
games and stories.

•

Share texts based on rehearsed language
patterns, encouraging prediction, and then
contribute to a class Big Book, using the
established pattern.

•

Practise writing words in the target language by
using various media and tools (e.g. paint,
keyboard, chalk, plasticine, felt pens).

•

Make connections between words, symbols
and pictures e.g. by playing reading games with
visual cards – Hidden Treasure, Which One’s
Missing?

•

Encourage students to notice similarities
between English and the target language e.g. list
shared words from an authentic text such as a
poem, a label or a list.

Intonation and Pronunciation


Pronunciation of the alphabet and sounds

Adjectives


Rehearsed use of some common, regular forms
with gender awareness e.g. bravo / brava, bello /
bella, grande, bene, male, blu, rosso / rossa

Adverbs


Rehearsed use of common adverbs in phrases
e.g. molto bene
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Learning opportunities standard one
Articles


Rehearsed use of e

Nouns


Explore word order in English and the target
language by comparing the order of words in
given texts e.g. adjective and noun, placement
of verb.

•

Share authentic texts, materials and realia e.g.
puppets, models, food packaging, clothing
labels. Compare similarities and differences in
the target language culture and own culture by
viewing pictures, videos or objects and using
thinking strategies such as ‘I see, I think, I
wonder’ or Venn diagrams.

Rehearsed use of articles as they appear in texts
used

Conjunctions


•

Rehearsed use of frequently used nouns e.g. il
papà, la mamma

False friends, cognates, idioms


Introduce Italian words that have been absorbed
into the English language e.g. ciao, bravo, presto,
la pizza, gli spaghetti bolognese, lasagne

Negation


Rehearsed use of ‘non’

Numbers and time


Cardinal numbers 0 – 20

Pronouns


Rehearsed use of subject pronouns, especially io
and tu

Sentence & phrase types


Questions and answers e.g. Che cos’è questo?
Questo è un giocattolo; Come ti chiami? Mi
chiamo Lucia; Come stai? Molto bene grazie

Verbs



Incidental use of simple forms e.g. mi chiamo, io
sono, io ho __
Imperatives e.g. avanti! Attenzione! Ascoltate!
Via!
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Standard one recommended resources
Print resources (texts, posters, flash cards, books)
•

Carthew, M. (2001) Strega Nonna. Voice Works series, Longman, Sydney.

•

dePaola, T. (1993) Strega Nona Meets Her Match. Ashton Scholastic, Gosford.

•

dePaola, T. (1993) Strega Nona And The Magic Pasta Pot. Ashton Scholastic, Gosford.

•

dePaola T. (1993) Strega Nona ‘s Magic Lessons. Ashton Scholastic, Gosford.

•

dePaola T. (1978) The Clown of God. Methuen, Sydney.

•

dePaola, T. (1980) The Legend of Old Befana. Voyager Books, Hong Kong.

•

Eli Picture Dictionary: Vocabulario Illustrato. European Language Institute.

•

Feely, J. (1999) La Festa, A counting book. Longman, Melbourne.

•

Hill, E. (1991) La giornata di Spotty (and other Spotty titles). Fabbri Editori, Milan.

•

Immagini e Parole. A set of 240 flashcards aimed for primary school. Available from
http://www.hi.com.au/bookstore/bhome.asp

•

L’Italiano giocando, Tombola Illustrata. Picture bingo. European Language Institute (ELI). Available from
https://www.languagebooks.com.au/

•

Nickles, G. (2001) Italy the land. Crabtree Publishing, New York.

•

Nickles, G. (2001) Italy the people. Crabtree Publishing, New York.

•

Tames, R. (2000) The Life and Work of Michelangelo Buonarotti. Heinemann, Oxford.

•

Wildsmith, B. (1995) Saint Francis. Oxford University Press, Hong Kong.

Textbooks / courses
•

Italian School Committee. (1995) Andiamo in Italia. (5 levels)

•

Languages Other Than English. (2000) Italian Years 4 to 10 Syllabus. The Office of the Queensland School
Curriculum Council.

•

Methven, K. & Robertson, L. (1997) Primary Italian. Five Senses Education Pty. Ltd. Seven Hills, NSW.

Digital resources (CD-ROMs, DVDs, videos)
•

Italy inside Out. [video] BBC Learning, N. Sydney.

Learning objects
•

The Learning Federation – learning object catalogues http://www.thelearningfederation.edu.au/tlf2/

•

Department of Education eCentre for Teachers, Resource Centre, Learning Object search
http://ecentre.education.tas.gov.au/C15/Learning%20Objects/default.aspx Examples are:
o

Identikit Italian (boy and girl versions to learn names & descriptions of face parts)

o

My family – Italian (available as a set of four learning objects or individually)

o

Ottimo! Learning objects available individually and in sets on a range of topics, including:


Greetings ( ‘saying hello and goodbye’, ‘saying how you are’, and ‘saying how you feel’)



1,2,3 (counting 1-10, 11-100, and how much things cost)



My things (colours, personal possessions and shapes & sizes)



My body (parts of the body, physical characteristics and ‘at the doctor’s’)



Animals ('at the zoo' and 'describing animals')
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Websites
•

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/languagesonline/italian/italian.htm Languages online: A guide for
teachers. Online resources for teachers and students

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian/issimo/index.shtml Italianissmo

•

http://www.behindthename.com/nmc/ita.php Names

•

http://www.pdictionary.com/italian/ The Internet Picture Dictionary: Italian

•

http://www.fortunecity.com/millennium/skip/168/dictionary.html Picture Dictionary

Note: All websites were accessed on 29 August 2007
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Languages (LOTE) Italian
Standard two
Standard overview
Learning opportunities
Resources
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Standard two overview
The standard two student is likely to be in years 3–4. Students engage in language tasks that are tightly
scaffolded and sequenced and use the language in everyday contexts. Most readily engage with other
languages and cultures as they move away from the immediately personal to developing a stronger sense of
community. They read, view and enjoy a range of familiar, predictable and / or simple texts.

Communication
Students are developing an understanding of language used in simple, repetitive sentence structures that are
heavily dependent on context, visuals, gestures and intonation for understanding. Emphasis is still on oral
language. They respond in familiar situations where the language is short, well-rehearsed and formulaic, for
example, conducting a grid survey. Students recognise and assign meaning to short, familiar texts they see
around them, such as classroom signs and labels. With some help, they read short texts with familiar
content, vocabulary and other explicit contextual cues. Students write and copy short texts with the
support of written models. For scripted languages, students are able to copy or write short texts.

Language as a system
Students notice similarities and differences in the patterns of both oral and written language. For scripted
languages, students understand that correct stroke order is important when writing characters.

Language and culture
This strand is interwoven with communication. Examples are provided in the content area of this document
and will be expanded upon as teachers work with the intercultural approach. Students are broadening their
horizons and becoming increasingly aware of, and sensitive to, other cultural groups and languages. They
begin to understand that there are diverse ways of thinking and valuing. Their observations often lead to
further questions and speculations.

Thinking
Students continue to display a natural curiosity and interest as they experiment with the target language, its
patterns and ideas. They notice similarities and differences, begin to make comparisons and reflect on their
own thinking processes and learning strategies. Students are beginning to use tools to support their
learning, such as charts and picture dictionaries.

Using ICT
Students access ICT to view authentic texts, symbols and images. They communicate simple messages using
ICT and explore interactive resources such as websites, CD-ROMs and learning objects. They may
consider how they will use media in the creation of simple texts such as comic strips and menus.
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Learning opportunities standard two
Focus on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

familiar, predictable and /or simple texts
listening and speaking
rehearsed, formulaic language
language from everyday contexts
comparing languages and cultures
noticing patterns in oral and written language
building a sense of community

Key concepts and topics

•
•
•

identity

interactions

environment

tradition

relationships

respect

lifestyle

celebration

belonging

responsibility

wellbeing

culture

stereotypes

diversity

sustainability

change

family / friends
feelings / emotions
sports / hobbies

•
•
•

in my class
after-school
activities
time e.g. days,
months, telling time

•
•
•
•

Linguistic items
Everyday language







Greetings e.g. salve, buona sera, buona notte
Leave taking e.g. a presto, a domani, a dopo, ci
vediamo, arrivederLa (formal)
Expressions of politeness e.g. come? scusi
(formal), scusa, altrettanto
Apologies e.g. mi dispiace
Commands e.g. ascoltate! ripetete! scrivete!
parlate! capite?
Idiomatic expressions e.g. mamma mia! ecco!
bravo! brava! bravo a fare __
Pronunciation of letter combinations of
consonants and vowels e.g. ba, bi, bo, be, bu, da,
di, do, de, du




Initial awareness of regular forms and initial
awareness of gender and number e.g. bambino /
a, bambini / e, azzurro / i, alto / a / i / e,
fantastico / a, ottimo, felice
Initial awareness of position e.g. la bicicletta
rossa
Initial awareness of possessives e.g. il mio libro,
la mia famiglia

•
•
•

stories / legends
games / songs
calendar / special
days
clothing

•

Share stories with a repetitive structure,
connecting spoken text with visual images.

•

Sort jumbled pictures related to a familiar text.

•

Have students present the weather and date as
part of the daily classroom routine.

•

Share texts based on rehearsed language
patterns, encouraging prediction, and then
contribute to a class Big Book, using the
established pattern.

•

Have students experiment with the target
language by describing an object e.g. describe
an animal to the class as part of a ‘What am I?’
guessing game.

•

Have students read and sequence visual cards
with key phrases drawn from a target language
traditional cultural story with a repetitive text
pattern.

•

Reinforce language patterns by substitution of
words e.g. substitution of words with opposite
meaning (‘the bear is big, the bear is small.’)

Adjectives


•

Possible teaching emphases

Intonation and Pronunciation


my place e.g. room,
house
seasons
mapping
foods
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Learning opportunities standard two
Adjectives (continued)
•

Use flash cards to drill vocabulary, structures
and simple questions and answers.

•

Have students complete, in writing, a cloze
exercise based on a familiar story, where key
words have been removed.

•

Compare punctuation in English and the target
language, identifying similarities and differences
(e.g. use of quotation marks, question marks).

•

Have students recognise that different patterns
of language show different meanings e.g. by
ordering a series of words to create a simple
sentence that has correct word order.

•

Support students in noticing that words do not
always have literal translations and that
sentence patterns used in the target language
have specific purposes e.g. describing age.

•

Encourage students to use culturally
appropriate gestures when using the target
language.

•

Allocate students a special friend for the week.
Using language models, encourage students to
leave appreciative notes in the target language
in a designated place.

Developing understanding of gender and forms
in definite articles

Conjunctions


•

Incidental use of common adverbs e.g. molto

Articles


Have students read and write short texts in the
target language, recognising that presentation
of the text varies according to its purpose e.g.
labels, speech bubbles, greeting cards.

Awareness of interrogative adjectives e.g. che?
chi? come? dove? perche? quando? quanti?
com’è?

Adverbs


•

Incidental use of e and ma

Nouns


Incidental use of gender and number e.g. il papà,
la mamma



Incidental use of simple plurals e.g. il bambino, i
bambini

False friends, cognates, idioms


Introduce a number of cognates (Italian words
similar to English) e.g. la banana, la pera,
l’autobus, possibile

Negation


Incidental use of ‘non’

Numbers and time


Mathematical signs e.g. più, meno, fa, diviso, per



o’clock times e.g. sono le tre

Prepositions


Incidental use of prepositions in familiar
sentences e.g. vado a scuola in autobus, vado a
cavallo

Pronouns


Incidental use of subject pronouns, especially io,
tu, lui, lei, Lei
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Learning opportunities standard two
Sentence & phrase types




Questions e.g. Quanti anni ha? Come si chiama?
Com’è lui? Di che colore è? Hai una penna? Ti
piace il calcio? Dove vai? Hai un fratello
fantastico?
Statements e.g. Il calcio è fantastico; Il mio sport
preferito è il calcio; ho una penna blu; hai un
fratello fantastico

Verbs


Incidental use of present tense, common forms
e.g. mi piace, io ho due fratelli, lui è alto, mangio
il gelato
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Standard two recommended resources
Print resources (texts, posters, flash cards, books)
•

Carthew, M. (2001) Strega Nonna. Voice Works series, Longman, Sydney.

•

De Paola, T. (1993) Strega Nona Meets Her Match. Ashton Scholastic, Gosford.

•

De Paola, T. (1993) Strega Nona And The Magic Pasta Pot. Ashton Scholastic, Gosford.

•

De Paola T. (1993) Strega Nona ‘s Magic Lessons. Ashton Scholastic, Gosford.

•

De Paola T. (1978) The Clown of God. Methuen, Sydney.

•

De Paola, T. (1980) The Legend of Old Befana. Voyager Books, Hong Kong.

•

Di Francesco, A. Naddeo, C. (2002) Bar Italia. Articoli sulla vita italiana per leggere, parlare, scrivere,
Alma Edizioni, Firenze.

•

Eli Picture Dictionary: Vocabulario Illustrato. European Language Institute.

•

Feely, J. (1999) La Festa, A counting book. Longman, Melbourne.

•

Hutchins, P. and Quigly, I. (Trans.) (1971) Titch. Bodley Head, London. ISBN: 0370300696

•

Immagini e Parole. A set of 240 flashcards aimed for primary school. Available from
http://www.hi.com.au/bookstore/bhome.asp

•

L’Italiano giocando, Tombola Illustrata. Picture bingo. European Language Institute (ELI). Available from
https://www.languagebooks.com.au/

•

Nickles, G. (2001) Italy the land. Crabtree Publishing, New York.

•

Nickles, G. (2001) Italy the people. Crabtree Publishing, New York.

•

Pila, A. and Tonni, T. (1995) Evviva! European Language Institute. Children’s books Levels 1, 2, and 3
with accompanying audiocassettes and teacher’s book.

•

Tames, R. (2000) The Life and Work of Michelangelo Buonarotti. Heinemann, Oxford.

•

Wildsmith, B. (1995) Saint Francis. Oxford University Press, Hong Kong.

•

Wood, A. (1990) Veloce Come Un Grillo. Child’s Play, London.

Textbooks / courses
•

Italian School Committee. (1995) Andiamo in Italia. (5 levels)

•

Languages Other Than English. (2000) Italian Years 4 to 10 Syllabus. The Office of the Queensland School
Curriculum Council.

•

Massola, L. (2006) Passeggiate: Strolls Through Italian. Artbrush Productions, Flemington, Vic.

•

Methven, K. and Robertson, L. (1997) Primary Italian. Five Senses Education Pty. Ltd. Seven Hills, NSW.

•

Sivis-Easton, S. (2000) Italiano Facile e Divertente. INT Press, Ascot Vale, Vic.

•

Wilkes, A. (1987) Italian for Beginners. Usborne Publishing Ltd. London.

•

Ziglio, L. and Bali, M. Italian (2003) Italian Espresso. Alma Edizioni, Firenze.

Digital resources (CD-ROMs, DVDs, videos)
•

Italy inside Out. [video] BBC Learning, N. Sydney.

•

Ottimo! Learn to speak Italian. (2000) [CD-ROM] Curriculum Corporation, Victoria, Australia. Available
from http://www.curriculum.edu.au

•

Quirky Comics. (2004) [CD-ROM] NSW Dept of Education and Training and Curriculum Corporation.
Available from http://www.curriculum.edu.au
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Learning objects
•

The Learning Federation – learning object catalogues http://www.thelearningfederation.edu.au/tlf2/

•

Department of Education eCentre for Teachers, Resource Centre, Learning Object search
http://ecentre.education.tas.gov.au/C15/Learning%20Objects/default.aspx Examples are:
o

Identikit Italian (boy and girl versions to learn names & descriptions of face parts)

o

My family – Italian (available as a set of four learning objects or individually)

o

Ottimo! Learning objects available individually and in sets on a range of topics, including:


Greetings ( ‘saying hello and goodbye’, ‘saying how you are’, and ‘saying how you feel’)



1,2,3 (counting 1-10, 11-100, and how much things cost)



My things (colours, personal possessions and shapes & sizes)



My body (parts of the body, physical characteristics and ‘at the doctor’s’)



Animals ('at the zoo' and 'describing animals')



Let’s eat (eating & drinking; the fruit shop, and ‘what’s cooking?’)



My clothes (naming clothes, coloured clothes and buying clothes)



My house (contents and parts, where is the frog? and where coloured things are)



Time (the hours, hours and half-hours, daily activities)



The family (family members, introducing others, family occupations)



About me (what is my name?, how old am I?, where do I come from?)



Let's play ('sports and games', 'what do you like to play?' and 'shall we go somewhere?')

Websites
•

http://www.eduweb.vic.gov.au/languagesonline/ Languages online: A guide for teachers. Online
resources for teachers and students

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian/issimo/index.shtml Italianissmo

•

http://www.behindthename.com/nmc/ita.php Names

•

http://www.pdictionary.com/italian/ The Internet Picture Dictionary: Italian

•

http://www.fortunecity.com/millennium/skip/168/dictionary.html Picture Dictionary

•

http://iteslj.org/v/i/ English Italian vocab quizzes

•

http://www.uni.edu/becker/italiano2.html#italiano Links to many sites

•

http://torre.duomo.pisa.it/ Leaning Tower of Pisa

•

http://www.theitalians.com.au/theitalians/Default.cfm The Italians - National Gallery of Australia. Italian
art from 1500 to 1800

•

http://www.virtourist.com/europe/Naples/index.html Virtual Tour of Italy

•

http://www.italyguides.it/us/roma/rome_italy_travel.htm Virtual Tour of Rome

•

http://www.thecolefamily.com/italy/pompeii/ Virtual tour of Pompeii

Note: All websites were accessed on 29 August 2007
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Standard three overview
The standard three student is likely to be in years 5–6. Students are able to build on and apply generic
thinking and literacy skills to support their learning of the target language. Students at standard three still
require contextual support to use the target language effectively and continue to operate within a relatively
small range of familiar contexts.

Communication
Students can ask and respond to routine questions in the target language and can deal with small amounts
of unfamiliar language in contexts they understand. Students respond to written texts by using the language
in simple spoken or written form, or by giving short verbal responses of one or two short sentences in the
target language. Students can write short texts, such as emails or notes, on a variety of familiar topics. They
are developing control over some formulaic language structures and patterns.

Language as a system
Students begin to recognise and use correct patterns in the target language in familiar situations. They can
compare and reflect on similarities and differences between their own and the target language.

Language and culture
This strand is interwoven with communication. Examples are provided in the content area of this document
and will be expanded upon as teachers work with the intercultural approach. Students further develop an
understanding of their identity and their place in the world as they learn about their own and other cultural
groups. They develop skills and understandings that enable them to participate in the wider community,
responding appropriately to difference. Their observations often lead to further questions and speculations.

Thinking
Students continue to experiment with the target language, its patterns and ideas. They reflect on their own
thinking processes and identify and use language learning strategies. Students are developing the ability to
explain their thinking and selection of language learning strategies.

Using ICT
Students access ICT to view authentic texts, symbols and images. They consider how they will use media in
their simple texts and use appropriate word-processing and multimedia software.
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Learning opportunities standard three
Focus on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

familiar, predictable and /or simple texts
building on and applying thinking and literacy skills
strong contextual support and scaffolding
noticing and using patterns in oral and written language
identifying and using language learning strategies
comparing languages and cultures
using ICT to access and create texts

Key concepts and topics

•
•
•

identity

interactions

environment

tradition

relationships

respect

lifestyle

celebration

belonging

responsibility

wellbeing

culture

stereotypes

diversity

sustainability

change

neighbours
people / jobs
sporting events /
champions

•
•
•

school
shopping
time e.g. timetables,
diaries

•
•
•
•

Linguistic items
Everyday language









Adjectives




Recognition of an increasing range of adjectives
and developing understanding of gender and
number agreement e.g. felice, triste, stanco,
simpatico, gentile, brutto, italiano / a, sudanese
Recognition of possessives e.g. il mio, la tua, i
miei, le tue, i tuoi

•
•

stories, folk tales
and plays
traditional games
festivals

•

Have students listen to a short section of a
familiar text in the target language and record
the main idea e.g. listen to a peer read and
record by drawing the key action being
described‘ or participate in a ‘Who am I?’
activity.

•

Have students listen three times to the
soundtrack of a video segment without the
vision and respond to simple questions related
to the text e.g. How many people are there?
Where are they? Check interpretation in the
final playing of the video, including vision.

•

Reinforce students’ knowledge of time by
recording times on blank clock faces after
listening to a series of times read aloud in the
target language.

•

Expand dialogue in the target language by
adding phrases of time, place and frequency e.g.
work with a partner to discuss daily routines
or favourite pastimes—Student A: ‘I play
tennis.’ Student B: ‘When?’ Student A: ‘I play
tennis on Mondays.’

•

Share websites with students, modelling the
‘notice, compare, reflect’ process in relation to
cultural and linguistic elements e.g. sports,
foods.

Formal forms e.g. come sta?
Talking about the weather e.g. che freddo!
Exclamations e.g. ecco! dai! allora! Mamma mia!
Expressions of politeness e.g. Buon lavoro! Buon
viaggio! Buona giornata!

Developing awareness of pronunciation of ‘c’
and ‘g’ followed by vowels and use of ‘h’ (hard
and soft sound) e.g. caffe’ / cinema, gondola /
giocare, chi, ghiaccio
Developing awareness of pronunciation of sc
and followed by ‘h’ or ‘I’ / ’e’ e.g. sci, schiavo
Pronunciation of letter combinations ‘gli’, ‘gn’
Silent letter ‘h’ at the beginning of a word

•

Possible teaching emphases

Intonation and Pronunciation


buildings
animals / habitat
weather
healthy diet
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Learning opportunities standard three
Adjectives (continued)




•

Provide opportunities for students to read
familiar target language in a written description
and apply it in a new context e.g. use key
language from a written description of the daily
routine of a child in the target language culture
to make a book for junior primary students,
describing the daily routine of a story
character.

•

Have students read and examine a variety of
text types written for different purposes and
identify similarities and differences e.g. read
texts about leisure and lifestyle activities in a
target language country—a letter, postcard,
advertisement, poster, electronic resources.

•

Investigate how climate, traditions, population
and community structure in a target language
country can affect daily routines e.g. students
record on a timetable their own activities for a
week and compare it with the timetable of a
peer in the target language country.

•

Have students construct photo stories with
photos, text and sound e.g. a sporting event or
‘our school’.

•

Have students role play dialogues or miniscripts with puppets or masks.

•

Use flash cards to drill vocabulary, structures
or simple questions and answers. Then support
students to identify and share effective
strategies for learning vocabulary and
structures.

•

Have students compare their daily routine with
that of their peers in the target country using a
Venn diagram.

•

Model organising vocabulary and topics using a
graphic organiser e.g. develop a concept map
that relates health, food and sporting activities.

•

Provide a reading text. Using different colours,
have students highlight particular grammatical
structures or expressions e.g. verbs, nouns,
adjectives.

•

Model deciphering overall meaning in target
language texts by identifying key words in
written texts e.g. using text from a learning
object or CD-ROM.

Awareness of position of regular adjectives after
the noun and agreement with the noun e.g. un
ragazzo / a alto / a, due ragazzi / e alti / e
Awareness of interrogative adjectives + verb e.g.
che cosa è? che dici? chi viene? quanto costa?
Awareness of common adjectives that precede
the noun e.g. bello, buono, bravo, brutto

Adverbs


Recognition of common adverbs

Articles


Developing understanding of gender and forms
in definite and indefinite articles

Conjunctions


Recognition and incidental use of common
conjunctions e.g. e, ed, anche, ma

Nouns




Increasing knowledge of nouns
Developing understanding of gender, number
and plurals
Proper nouns e.g. Italia

False friends, cognates, idioms


Continue to raise awareness of cognates and to
encourage the noticing of words in Italian and
that have the same origin in English e.g. ‘cento’,
list words in English to do with a hundred like
century, centenary; ‘verde’ verdant; ‘acqua’ –
aquatic; ‘sole’ – solar; ‘mare’ – marine

Negation


Use of ‘non’
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Learning opportunities standard three
Numbers and time





Numbers to 100
Mathematical equations e.g. cinquanta diviso
dieci fa cinque
Calendar: months, days, dates e.g. il ventinove
maggio, duemilasette
Time: half / quarter e.g. sono le tre e mezza

•

Have students examine a simplified text and
check predictions of meaning of words e.g.
examines with a partner a simplified target
language traditional cultural story and checks
word meanings in an electronic or paper-based
bilingual picture dictionary.

•

Have students regularly write a journal entry
beginning with the date written in full in the
target language, a statement about the weather
and one about how they are feeling. With
teacher support, add a sentence about
something particular to the day. Collate a
vocabulary list of useful words.

•

Keep a class calendar in the target language
where students write down important dates
such as birthdays and name days.

Prepositions


Use of some simple prepositions - a, di (d’), da,
in, con

Pronouns


All subject pronouns

Sentence & phrase types





Gender and number give more flexibility in
word order. However, attention should be given
to word order in statements and questions
Questions e.g. Quanti studenti ci sono? Quanto
costa? Qual’è il tuo cibo preferito? Dov’è la
bibliotecca? Dove abiti?
Statements e.g. ci sono venti studenti; costa
dieci dollari / euro; abito a Hobart, in Tasmania
Use of capitals in Italian compared to English e.g.
not used for days or months, Italia, italiani

Verbs






Increasing range and understanding of verbs
incidentally in context e.g. io ho un gatto, tu
hai
Introduction to present tense of regular verbs
-are, -ere, -ire
Incidental use of the Imperative e.g. chiudi la
porta!
Awareness that the subject pronoun is dropped
as the verb is always conjugated e.g. abito a
Hobart
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Standard three recommended resources
Print resources (texts, posters, flash cards, books)
•

Carthew, M. (2001) Strega Nonna. Voice Works series, Longman, Sydney.

•

De Paola, T. (1980) The Legend of Old Befana. Voyager Books, Hong Kong.

•

Di Francesco, A. Naddeo, C. (2002) Bar Italia. Articoli sulla vita italiana per leggere, parlare, scrivere,
Alma Edizioni, Firenze.

•

Dioguardi, R. & Abate, F. (1995) NTC’'s Beginner's Italian and English Dictionary. NTC Language
Dictionaries.

•

ELI Magazines feature current issues, news and articles that provide insights into culture and lifestyle:
Azzurro for upper primary. Available at: http://www.hi.com.au/bookstore/bhome.asp

•

Eli Picture Dictionary: Vocabulario Illustrato. European Language Institute.

•

Gobetti, D. (1996) Italian Idioms. Barron’s Educational Series, New York.

•

Goldhagen, N & R. (1990) Easy Italian Crowssword Puzzles. Passport Books, Illinois.

•

Immagini e Parole. A set of 240 flashcards aimed for primary school. Available from
http://www.hi.com.au/bookstore/bhome.asp

•

Mazza, D. (1999) The Oxford Colour Italian Dictionary. Oxford University Press, Oxford.

•

Nickles, G. (2001) Italy the land. Crabtree Publishing, New York.

•

Nickles, G. (2001) Italy the people. Crabtree Publishing, New York.

•

Perna, C. (2007) Uffa! Espressioni idiomatiche e molto di piú leggere e communicare. Farinelli, Edizioni,
New York.

•

Pila, A. and Tonni, T. (1995) Evviva! European Language Institute. Children’s books Levels 1, 2, and 3
with accompanying audiocassettes and teacher’s book.

•

Tames, R. (2000) The Life and Work of Michelangelo Buonarotti. Heinemann, Oxford.

•

Wildsmith, B. (1995) Saint Francis. Oxford University Press, Hong Kong.

•

Wood, A. (1990) Veloce Come Un Grillo. Child’s Play, London.

Textbooks / courses
•

(2000) Italian Bonus System. Education Innovations, Willaston, SA.

•

Italian School Committee. (1995) Andiamo in Italia. (5 levels)

•

Languages Other Than English. (2000) Italian Years 4 to 10 Syllabus. The Office of the Queensland School
Curriculum Council.

•

Massola, L. (2006) Passeggiate: Strolls Through Italian. Artbrush Productions, Flemington, Vic.

•

Methven, K. & Robertson, L. (1997) Primary Italian. Five Senses Education Pty. Ltd. Seven Hills, NSW.

•

Sivis-Easton, S. (2000) Italiano Facile e Divertente. INT Press, Ascot Vale, Vic..

•

Wilkes, A. (1987) Italian for Beginners. Usborne Publishing Ltd. London.

•

Ziglio, L. and Bali, M. Italian (2003) Italian Espresso. Alma Edizioni, Firenze.
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Digital resources (CD-ROMs, DVDs, videos)
•

Italy inside Out. [video] BBC Learning, N. Sydney.

•

Ottimo! Learn to speak Italian. (2000) [CD-ROM] Curriculum Corporation, Victoria, Australia. Available
from http://www.curriculum.edu.au

•

Quirky Comics. (2004) [CD-ROM] NSW Dept of Education and Training and Curriculum Corporation.
Available from http://www.curriculum.edu.au

•

The Cities of the Jubilee, Rome, Florence, Venice, Naples. (2000) [video] Videorecord, Prato.

Learning objects
•

The Learning Federation – learning object catalogues http://www.thelearningfederation.edu.au/tlf2/

•

Department of Education eCentre for Teachers, Resource Centre, Learning Object search
http://ecentre.education.tas.gov.au/C15/Learning%20Objects/default.aspx Examples are:
o

o

Ottimo! Learning objects available individually and in sets on a range of topics, including:


Greetings ( ‘saying hello and goodbye’, ‘saying how you are’, and ‘saying how you feel’)



1,2,3 (counting 1-10, 11-100, and how much things cost)



My things (colours, personal possessions and shapes & sizes)



My body (parts of the body, physical characteristics and ‘at the doctor’s’)



Animals ('at the zoo' and 'describing animals')



Let’s eat (eating & drinking; the fruit shop, and ‘what’s cooking?’)



My clothes (naming clothes, coloured clothes and buying clothes)



My house (contents and parts, where is the frog? and where coloured things are)



Time (the hours, hours and half-hours, daily activities)



The family (family members, introducing others, family occupations)



About me (what is my name?, how old am I?, where do I come from?)



Let's play ('sports and games', 'what do you like to play?' and 'shall we go somewhere?')



Getting around: ('where are you going?' and 'how do you get there?')



The weather ('today's weather', 'dressing for weather' and 'weather in other countries')



Going places ('places and weekdays', 'what you can and can't do' , 'animals you see and hear')

Photo album: school life 1, celebrations 1 and daily life 1 – Three learning objects based on looking
through a photo album showing everyday life of Indonesian students, matching captions to photos.

Websites
•

http://www.eduweb.vic.gov.au/languagesonline/ Languages online: A guide for teachers. Online
resources for teachers and students

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian/issimo/index.shtml Italianissimo

•

http://www.behindthename.com/nmc/ita.php Names

•

http://www.pdictionary.com/italian/ The Internet Picture Dictionary: Italian

•

http://www.wordreference.com/ Dictionary

•

http://www.fortunecity.com/millennium/skip/168/dictionary.html Picture Dictionary

•

http://iteslj.org/v/i/ English Italian vocab quizzes

•

http://www.uni.edu/becker/italiano2.html#italiano Links to many sites

•

http://torre.duomo.pisa.it/ Leaning Tower of Pisa
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•

http://www.theitalians.com.au/theitalians/Default.cfm The Italians - National Gallery of Australia. Italian
art from 1500 to 1800

•

http://www.virtourist.com/europe/Naples/index.html Virtual Tour of Italy

•

http://www.italyguides.it/us/roma/rome_italy_travel.htm Virtual Tour of Rome

•

http://www.thecolefamily.com/italy/pompeii/ Virtual tour of Pompeii

•

http://www.virtualitalia.com/ Culture

•

http://italian.about.com/ General site about Italy

•

http://www.flickr.com/photos/aroseo/sets/72157594199879003/ Photos of Italy

•

http://www.smartphrase.com/Italian/italian.shtml Smart Phrase: Italian

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian/ BBC: Multimedia Italian lessons

•

http://www.inglese.it/corso-gratis.htm Grammar

•

http://www.abc.net.au/brisbane/stories/s1937908.htm Learn a language with mornings, Madonna King
radio program

•

http://geography.about.com/cs/blankoutlinemaps/ Geography

•

http://www.languageguide.org/italiano/ Vocabulary with audio in different categories

•

http://www.studentsoftheworld.info/ An open window in world cultures through pen pals

Note: All websites were accessed on 29 August 2007
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Standard four overview
The standard four student is likely to be in years 7–8. This group is often diverse, with students from
varying language learning backgrounds. They are exploring personal identity and their place within society.
Students at standard 4 are able to adapt the language they know to some unfamiliar situations. They are
beginning to develop confidence in using language to suit context.

Communication
Students use the target language to speak and listen for particular purposes, including rehearsed dialogues.
They make use of a range of text types to communicate with different audiences, in different contexts and
for different purposes. They are able to express simple opinions in the target language and their writing
shows more flexible use of the language and a willingness to experiment. Students apply learned grammar
rules in a variety of contexts. They can identify new language patterns when found frequently in spoken and
written texts presented through a range of media including television, magazines and songs.

Language as a system
Students recognise and use correct patterns in the target language without cues but in familiar situations.
Their knowledge of sound / symbol relationships, language structure and text organisation enables them to
interpret some written and visual texts.

Language and culture
This strand is interwoven with communication. Examples are provided in the content area of this document
and will be expanded upon as teachers work with the intercultural approach. Students understand how
cultures and languages contribute to forming personal and group identities. They further develop skills and
understandings that enable them to participate in the local and global community. They develop
intercultural sensitivity and a deeper understanding of their own and other cultures. Their observations
often lead to further questions and speculations.

Thinking
Students reflect on, and begin to make explicit, their own understanding of language structure and use.
They make meaning from context and continue to identify and use a range of language learning strategies
and thinking processes.

Using ICT
Students use a variety of communication and research tools responsibly and ethically to access and present
information, problem solve and communicate with others. They consider how they use media and familiar
word-processing and multimedia software to create texts.
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Learning opportunities standard four
Focus on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

adapting known language
speaking and listening for particular purposes
a range of text types and media
expressing simple opinions
recognising and using familiar language patterns
personal and group identities
participation in local and global communities
using a variety of ICT tools to communicate

Key concepts and topics
identity

interactions

environment

tradition

relationships

respect

lifestyle

celebration

belonging

responsibility

wellbeing

culture

stereotypes

diversity

sustainability

change

•
•
•

communities
youth culture
heroes

•
•
•

leisure / music
cooking / eating out
getting around

•

•

Linguistic items
Everyday language








Stress on final syllable when accented e.g. città,
papa
Pronunciation of ‘c’ and ‘g’ followed by vowels
and use of ‘h’ ( hard and soft sound) e.g. caffe’ /
cinema, gondola / giocare, chi, ghiaccio
Pronunciation of sc and followed by ‘h’ or ‘I’ / ’e’
e.g. sci, schiavo
Pronunciation of letter combinations ‘gli’ and ‘gn’

Adjectives



Agreement of number and gender with noun
Common adjectives that precede the noun and
their forms e.g. buon, buono, buon’, buona,
buone, bel, bell’, bello, bella, bei, belle, begli

•
•
•

the Arts
performance e.g.
plays, songs
fashion / clothing

Possible teaching emphases
•

Have students listen to classmates’ descriptions
and record responses e.g. listen to classmates
describe their favourite leisure activities,
record the findings and make a bar graph
representing popularity.

•

Have students distinguish the difference
between formal and informal register e.g. listen
to two dialogues in the target language, one
between adults, such as between a parent and
teacher, and the other between a parent
greeting a child on return from school;
compare the differences.

•

Have students work in small groups to script
and perform a role play e.g. in a restaurant

•

Remove key words from song lyrics and listen
to songs to identify the missing words.

•

Have students write and perform in pairs a hiphop / rap song in the target language on a topic
of their choice.

Exclamations e.g. Che peccato! davvero? non e’
possible! allora, senti, mi dica, dimmi
Beginning to converse within familiar contexts

Intonation and Pronunciation

natural environment
e.g. water,
landscapes, regional
areas
sport / health
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Learning opportunities standard four
Adjectives (continued)
 Forming the plural of adjectives that end in
–ca, –ga, –go, –io e.g. simpatico / ci, bianca / che,
larga / ghe, largo / ghi, vecchio / vecchi, grigio /
grigi
 Possessive adjectives e.g. il suo, la sua, i suoi, le
sue
 Interrogative adjectives e.g. come? dove?
perche? quando? com’è?
 Variable interrogatives e.g. quale? quanto?
 Possessives when talking about family e.g. la
mamma, il papa, mia sorella, mio fratello, il mio
caro padre

•

Reinforce writing in the target language for a
specific purpose, supported by a table of
words, phrases and expressions e.g. develop an
advertising slogan in the target language,
selecting from words, phrases and expressions
that support a persuasive message.

•

Use playing cards, flash cards and guessing
games to teach and reinforce vocabulary items
and sentence structures. Have students reflect
on the strategies that best support them in
their learning and share with their peers.

•

Provide opportunities for students to
demonstrate rules regarding a negotiated
language feature (e.g. place of adjective, verb
tense) by designing a method of learning and
remembering that form e.g. a mnemonic or
simple game.

•

Have students use knowledge of language
patterns and features in a cross-age tutoring
program to share and enhance their
understanding of language concepts e.g. write a
report describing what they did and what they
learned and younger students learned.

•

Have students select from a set of prepared
cards, a character to role-play at a party, set in
the target language culture, and introduce
themselves to other party-goers using
appropriate verbal and non-verbal language –
exchange information about name, age,
occupation, nationality, likes and dislikes and
then write a brief description of at least two
people they met, summarising personal details
e.g. ‘I met Thomas. Thomas lives in Berlin and
is Italian. He is an engineer. He is single and has
a dog.’

•

Have students record their learning on a class
blog, including photos, podcasts and text.

•

Have students ‘put themselves in the picture’
by using computer programs to superimpose
photos of themselves on photos of the target
country and adding speech bubbles or captions
in the target language.

•

Have students communicate with their peers in
the target country via email to compare
aspects of their lives.

Adverbs



Use and position of common adverbs e.g. bene,
molto, poco, tanto, troppo
Adverbs of time e.g. sempre, quasi, gia’, mai,
ancora e.g. ho già preso un caffè oggi

Articles





Formation and use of gender and forms in
definite and indefinite articles
Formation of partitive article (some, any): di +
definite article e.g. dello zucchero, dei libri
When ‘di’ is used on its own e.g. un pacchetto di
caffè
Use of definite article where it is not needed in
English e.g. la generosità, l’italiano, la signora, la
domenica, l’Italia

Conjunctions


Increasing range of common conjunctions e.g.
però, infatti, quindi, magari, cioè, purtroppo

Nouns





Formation and use of regular nouns, gender,
number and plurals
Awareness of common irregular forms (singular
and plural)
Recognition of compound nouns e.g.
l’altoparlante, il portafoglio
Recognition of irregular nouns ending in -a and
their plurals e.g. il programma i programmi, il
problema i problemi
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Learning opportunities standard four
False friends, cognates, idioms


Learn about false-friends: words that are
apparently similar but actually have different
meanings e.g. parenti - relatives, sensibile sensitive, fattoria - farm, libreria - book shop



Increasing range of cognates e.g. il deejay, il
gruppo

•

Have students express opinions in the target
language about how an advertisement from a
target language country would influence their
choice to purchase a particular product e.g. ‘I
don’t like __’, ‘I prefer __ because __’.

•

Practise use of comparatives and superlatives
e.g. present a role-play with a partner in which
an advertising agent is trying to convince the
customer to buy their product.

•

Provide a reading text. Using different colours,
have students highlight particular grammatical
structures or expressions e.g. time phrases,
verbs.

•

Students look at a local TV guide and decide
which shows they would like to watch. They
then compare it to a TV guide from the target
country.

Numbers and time


All numbers



Ordinal numbers e.g. il primo gennaio



Telling any time, analogue and digital e.g. sono le
tre meno cinque, sono le due cinquantacinque



Common measurements e.g. un metro e dieci
centimetre

Prepositions


Use of all simple prepositions e.g. su, per, tra
(fra)



Prepositions + definite article (preposizioni
articolate) e.g. all’, dal, nel, sul



Prepositions indicating time, location, direction
e.g. da, a, fra, da __ , fino a

Pronouns


Demonstrative pronouns questo and quello and
their forms e.g. prendo quello, compro questo



Possessive pronouns e.g. la mia, il mio, i suoi, è la
sua

Sentence and phrase types


Questions e.g. Va a casa in autobus?



Statements e.g. Va a casa in autobus.



Negative constructions e.g. non ho una penna,
non mi piace la pizza

Verbs


Present tense: Regular verbs -are, -ere, -ire



Imperative



Frequently occurring irregular verbs: avere,
essere, fare, andare



Reflexive verbs e.g. mi alzo, mi lavo



Incidental use of Present Conditional: dovere,
potere, volere e.g. vorrei



Indicative + infinitive e.g. posso avere __



Imperative e.g. Ascolta! Dammi la matita!
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Standard four recommended resources
Print resources (texts, posters, flash cards, books, kits)
•

Bruzzone, C. (2003) Italian for Children. Fun, activity-based language learning. McGraw-Hill, China.

•

Colaneri, J. and Luciani, V. (1992) 501 Italian Verbs. Barron’s Educational, New York.

•

ELI Magazines feature current issues, news and articles that provide insights into culture and lifestyle.
Ciao Italia and Ragazzi for lower secondary. Available at: http://www.hi.com.au/bookstore/bhome.asp

•

Gobetti, D. (2002) Better Reading Italian. McGraw-Hill, US.

•

Gobetti, D. (1996) Italian Idioms. Barron’s Educational Series, New York.

•

Goldhagen, N & R. (1990) Easy Italian Crowssword Puzzles. Passport Books, Illinois.

•

Gruppo CSC. (2004) Buon Appetito!, tra lingua Italiana e cucina regionale. Bonacci Editore, Roma.

•

(1992) L’Italiano? Sì, grazie. Vocaboli illustrate, giochi, esercizi e fumetti, European Language Institute,
Loreto.

•

Mazza, D. (1999) The Oxford Concise Italian Dictionary. Oxford University Press, Oxford.

•

Perna, C. (2007) Uffa! Espressioni idiomatiche e molto di piú leggere e communicare. Farinelli, Edizioni,
New York.

•

Poesio, C. (1982) Conoscere le Maschere Italiane. Edizioni Primavera, Firenze.

•

(2007) Verb Wheel. Intext Book Company

Textbooks / courses
•

Aulicino, M. (1996) Il Giro D'Italia. McGraw-Hill, New York.

•

(2007) Ecco! Heinemann Languages, Victoria.

•

Guarnuccio, C. and Guarnuccio, E. Ci siamo., Heinemann Languages.

•

Gruppo Italiaidea. (2006) Italian Espresso, Italian course for English speakers. Alma edizioni, Firenze.

•

Italian School Committee. (1995) Andiamo in Italia. (5 levels)

•

Sedunary, M. (1996) Forza!, CIS Heinemann, Victoria.

Digital resources (CD-ROMs, DVDs, videos)
•

Italy inside Out. [video] BBC Learning, N. Sydney.

•

Ottimo! Learn to speak Italian. (2000) [CD-ROM] Curriculum Corporation, Victoria, Australia. Available
from http://www.curriculum.edu.au

•

Quirky Comics. (2004) [CD-ROM] NSW Dept of Education and Training and Curriculum Corporation.
Available from http://www.curriculum.edu.au

•

The Cities of the Jubilee, Rome, Florence, Venice, Naples. (2000) [video] Videorecord, Prato.

Learning objects
•

The Learning Federation – learning object catalogues http://www.thelearningfederation.edu.au/tlf2/

•

Department of Education eCentre for Teachers, Resource Centre, Learning Object search
http://ecentre.education.tas.gov.au/C15/Learning%20Objects/default.aspx Examples are:
o

Ottimo! Learning objects available individually and in sets on a range of topics, including:


Greetings ( ‘saying hello and goodbye’, ‘saying how you are’, and ‘saying how you feel’)



1,2,3 (counting 1-10, 11-100, and how much things cost)
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o



My things (colours, personal possessions and shapes & sizes)



My body (parts of the body, physical characteristics and ‘at the doctor’s’)



Animals ('at the zoo' and 'describing animals')



Let’s eat (eating & drinking; the fruit shop, and ‘what’s cooking?’)



My clothes (naming clothes, coloured clothes and buying clothes)



My house (contents and parts, where is the frog? and where coloured things are)



Time (the hours, hours and half-hours, daily activities)



The family (family members, introducing others, family occupations)



About me (what is my name?, how old am I?, where do I come from?)



Let's play ('sports and games', 'what do you like to play?' and 'shall we go somewhere?')



Getting around: ('where are you going?' and 'how do you get there?')



The weather ('today's weather', 'dressing for weather' and 'weather in other countries')



Going places ('places and weekdays', 'what you can and can't do' , 'animals you see and hear')



My day ('what to do?', 'who's doing what?' and 'what are people doing?')

Photo album: school life 1, celebrations 1 and daily life 1 – Three learning objects based on looking
through a photo album showing everyday life of Indonesian students, matching captions to photos.

Websites
•

http://www.eduweb.vic.gov.au/languagesonline/ Languages online: A guide for teachers. Online
resources for teachers and students

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian/issimo/index.shtml Italianissimo

•

http://www.behindthename.com/nmc/ita.php Names

•

http://www.wordreference.com/ Dictionary

•

http://www.fortunecity.com/millennium/skip/168/dictionary.html Picture Dictionary

•

http://iteslj.org/v/i/ English Italian vocab quizzes

•

http://www.uni.edu/becker/italiano2.html#italiano Links to many sites

•

http://torre.duomo.pisa.it/ Leaning Tower of Pisa

•

http://www.theitalians.com.au/theitalians/Default.cfm The Italians - National Gallery of Australia. Italian
art from 1500 to 1800

•

http://www.virtourist.com/europe/Naples/index.html Virtual Tour of Italy

•

http://www.italyguides.it/us/roma/rome_italy_travel.htm Virtual Tour of Rome

•

http://www.thecolefamily.com/italy/pompeii/ Virtual tour of Pompeii

•

http://www.virtualitalia.com/ Culture

•

http://italian.about.com/ General site about Italy

•

http://www.flickr.com/photos/aroseo/sets/72157594199879003/ Photos of Italy

•

http://www.smartphrase.com/Italian/italian.shtml Smart Phrase: Italian

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian/ BBC: Multimedia Italian lessons

•

http://academic.brooklyn.cuny.edu/modlang/carasi/site/pageone.html Language course with video and
audio

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian/talk/drinks/index.shtml Cin cin!

•

http://www.ielanguages.com/italian1.html Grammar
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•

http://www.abc.net.au/brisbane/stories/s1937908.htm Learn a language with mornings, Madonna King
radio program

•

http://geography.about.com/cs/blankoutlinemaps/ Geography

•

http://www.languageguide.org/italiano/ Vocabulary with audio in different categories

•

http://www.studentsoftheworld.info/ An open window in world cultures through pen pals

•

http://www.google.com/intl/it/ Google Italy

•

http://italian.about.com/library/handgestures/blgesturesindex.htm Gestures

•

http://home.unilang.org/main/wiki2/index.php/English-Italian_false_friends False friends

•

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/worldguide/destinations/europe/italy/ Lonely Planet Guide to Italy

•

http://espresso.repubblica.it/dettaglio-archivio/400221 Italian slang

•

http://academic.brooklyn.cuny.edu/modlang/carasi/site/pageone.html Language Course

Note: All websites were accessed on 29 August 2007
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Languages (LOTE) Italian
Standard five
Standard overview
Learning opportunities
Resources
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Standard five overview
The standard five student is likely to be in years 9–10. Students at standard five gain an increased
understanding of the form and structure of the language being studied, allowing them to apply rules and
language patterns to unfamiliar language situations. They demonstrate a growing independence in their use
of the language.

Communication
In their own speaking and writing, they can control language structures and features and can use a range of
strategies to help them understand unfamiliar language. They continue to make use of a range of text types
to communicate with different audiences, in different contexts and for different purposes. They respond to
a range of texts with unfamiliar language structures and vocabulary. Students can use the target language in
longer conversations and more complex written texts.

Language as a system
Students recognise and use correct patterns in the target language more independently. They analyse and
interpret meanings in diverse media.

Language and culture
This strand is interwoven with communication. Examples are provided in the content area of this document
and will be expanded upon as teachers work with the intercultural approach. Students further develop skills
and understandings that enable them to participate as global citizens. They understand how cultures and
languages contribute to forming identities. They offer personal insights and a deeper understanding of their
own and other cultures. Their observations often lead to further questions and speculations.

Thinking
Students explain how they can modify target language structures to suit their own communication needs.
Students identify, develop and use language learning strategies.

Using ICT
Students use a range of ICT in creative ways to access and present information and demonstrate solutions.
They select and use appropriate tools competently, ethically and responsibly.
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Learning opportunities standard five
Focus on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

form and structure of language
applying rules and language patterns to unfamiliar language situations
using a range of strategies and tools appropriately
diverse range of text types and media
range of audiences, contexts and purposes
longer conversations
more complex written texts
growing independence in use of language
global issues

Key concepts and topics
identity

interactions

environment

tradition

relationships

respect

lifestyle

celebration

belonging

responsibility

wellbeing

culture

stereotypes

diversity

sustainability

change

•
•

•

self and country
exchanging places e.g.
student exchange,
travel
cultural icons e.g.
famous people and
places

•
•
•

restaurant / catering
news / popular
media
making connections
e.g. email, SMS

•
•
•

•

Provide opportunities for students to survey
class members about their eating habits and
write a brief report on the findings (e.g. the
majority / some / a few / most / a number of
/… per cent, prefer …) displaying the results
on a chart or graph and reporting orally on
ways the class could improve their health.

•

Use contemporary music lyrics in the target
language to identify issues relating to target
language youth culture and contribute to a
class concept map.

•

Have students observe and listen to a recipe
being prepared and described in the target
language to identify steps and processes
involved e.g. recognises language items such as
‘firstly’, ‘secondly’, ‘and then’, ‘finally’, ‘we
need’, ‘you must / must not’, ‘remember to’,
‘don’t forget’.

Conversations within familiar contexts

Intonation and Pronunciation



Shortening of vowel sound before a double
consonant eg. gatto
Developing a good flow when reading

Adjectives








All forms of possessives e.g. il vostro, il loro
Demonstrative e.g. questo, quello
Recognition of comparative e.g. piu’
buono, meno di, uguale a, meglio di, un
migliore studente, peggiore, maggiore,
minore
Recognition of superlative e.g. il / la
migliore, il / la peggiore, il / la minore
Variable interrogatives e.g. quale / i?
quanto / a / i / e? + noun
Adjectives ending in -ista and their plurals
e.g. ottimista

texts e.g. songs,
poetry, stories,
plays
cultural practices
e.g. family, religion,
food

Possible teaching emphases

Everyday language


•

•

Linguistic items
Bold indicates pre-tertiary entry content.

housing
climate
recreation
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Learning opportunities standard five
Adverbs



•

Have students use the target language in a new
context (e.g. give a short PowerPoint®
presentation in the target language to the class
about their own family’s favourite foods, daily
meals, meals for special occasions and festive
foods – ‘We usually __’, ‘Sometimes we __’,
‘For lunch __’, ‘On Sundays __’, ‘During
(festival) period we __’, ‘Traditionally __’, ‘For
parties __’).

•

Have students express personal circumstances
and future plans e.g. in pairs, discuss possible
changes to their own health and / or lifestyle,
expressing current state and future plans – ‘I
prefer __’, ‘I intend to __’, ‘I plan to __’, ‘I
would like to __’, ‘I’m determined to __’, ‘I will
try to __’, ‘I need to __’

•

Have students explore how language has
evolved to accommodate new communication
models e.g. decipher text messages in the
target language and reconstruct the full
messages. Comment on how language has
evolved to accommodate new technologies.

•

Provide opportunities for students to compare
the language used in different text types e.g.
SMS, email, telephone message, letter.

•

Have groups of students present a recipe in the
target language, visually supported with a
PowerPoint presentation or a cooking
demonstration.

•

Have students listen to podcasts of dialogues in
the target language, and /or create their own
podcasts.

•

Have students communicate with their peers in
the target country via email or blogs to
compare aspects of their lives.

•

Have students write an advertisement for a
pin-up board promoting themselves for a job
such as baby-sitting or odd jobs.

•

Discuss with students the meaning and
translation of proverbs in English and the target
language e.g. ‘it’s raining cats and dogs’ and its
equivalent in the target language.

Formation of adverbs attaching -mente e.g.
velocemente, lentamente
Recognition of comparative and
superlative forms e.g. meglio di, peggio
di, il migliore

Articles



Omission of partitive article in questions
or negative sentences e.g avete bibite?,
non ho caramelle
Omission of article when referring to
members of the family in the singular e.g. mia
sorella, le mie sorelle

Conjunctions


Use of common conjunctions e.g. e, ed, anche,
ma, però, infatti, quindi, magari, cioè,
purtroppo

Nouns





Nouns ending in -ista and plurals e.g. la turista,
l’artista
Invariable forms in the plural e.g. la città, le città,
il film, i film
Use of suffixes e.g. -ino, -etto, -ello, -one, accio
Use of prefixes e.g. dis, in

False friends, cognates, idioms





Increasing range of false-friends e.g. arrangiarsi,
attualmente, argomento, palazzo
Learn some commonly used idiomatic
expressions that are also used in English e.g. è
più facile dirlo che farlo, essere giù, mollare
qualcuno
Learn some commonly used idiomatic
expressions that are translated differently in
English e.g. non vedo l’ora di __ , essere
suonato, prendere in giro, fare quattro salti

Negation


Double negative e.g. non-mai,
non affatto

né __ né,
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Learning opportunities standard five
Numbers and time





Fractions e.g. un quarto, metà
Time expressions e.g. ieri sera, due giorni fa,
lunedì scorso
Decimals
Collective numbers e.g. paio, coppia,
decina, dozzina, centinaio, migliaio

•

Provide examples for a class collection of
proverbs and colloquial sayings in Australian
English and target language texts to show that
language is not always literal and has embedded
cultural aspects e.g. ‘flies like a bird’ or ‘it costs
an arm and a leg’.

•

Have students identify a personal area of
difficulty in their language learning e.g.
remembering vocabulary, verbs or listening
comprehension. Then have them plan and
implement a strategy for improvement.
Evaluate and discuss effectiveness of strategy
with the class.

•

Have students edit and proof read their own
and other’s writing, using strategies to identify
and correct errors.

Prepositions







Adverbial prepositions (preposizioni
avverbiali) e.g. sopra, sotto, dentro, fuori,
davanti a, dietro, dietro a
Prepositional phrases indicating location e.g.
vicino a, lontano da, di fronte a
Common prepositional phrases e.g.
parto per Milano, parto da Milano
Special usage of da e.g. vengo da te, and
in time expressions e.g. sono qui da un
anno
With verb e.g. commincio a leggere

Pronouns
 Direct object pronouns: mi, ti, La, lo, la,
li, le e.g. lo prendo, non lo mangio
 At the end of the infinitive e.g. dimmi,
voglio mangiarla, vado a salutarla
 Interrogative e.g. chi? che (cosa)? quale?
quanto? dove?
 Disjunctive pronouns e.g. a me, per te, con lui
 Object and reflexive pronouns used with the
imperative e.g. alzati!, vestiti!, invitila!
 Indirect object pronouns - mi, ti, gli, le,
ci, vi, gli, loro e.g. gli parliamo domani
 Reflexive pronouns e.g. ci vediamo, vi
conoscete
Sentence & phrase types
Interchangeable questions and statements e.g.
e.g Perchè va a Melbourne in nave? Perchè si
traslocca
 Negative constructions e.g. non gioco più a
tennis, non mangio mai il cioccolato, non ho piu
soldi, non faccio niente
Time phrases e.g. Sono qui da un’ora, ero lì
per un’ora, saro lì in un ora
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Learning opportunities standard five
Verbs



















Present tense conjugation of regular verbs
Present tense conjugation of frequently
occurring irregular verbs: avere, essere, fare,
andare, dovere. Potere, volere, dire, uscire,
venire
Incidental use of Present Conditional e.g.
vorrei
Idiomatic use of avere, fare e.g. avere fame, fare
colazione
Common modal verbs + infinitive: volere,
dovere, potere e.g. voglio fare, devo fare
Imperative: First person plural e.g. Andiamo al
cinema!
Present perfect (passato prossimo) with
auxiliary verbs avere and essere o e.g. ho
bevuto, sono andato
Forming past participles, regular verbs: ato, -ito, -uto endings e.g. ho dormito
Commonly used irregular past participles
as needed: -are verbs e.g. fatto; -ere verbs
e.g. visto, chiesto, corso letto, preso,
scritto; -ire verbs e.g. aperto, ditto,
offerto
Future (Futuro Semplice) regular forms
e.g. scriverò
Future present e.g. vado a mangiare
Future commonly used irregular verbs:
avere, essere, andare, fare e.g. sarò
Imperfect (imperfetto): e.g. facevo caldo,
andavo
Piacere
Recognition of pluperfect (trapassato
prossimo) e.g. avevo mangiato, ero andata
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Standard five recommended resources
Print resources (texts, posters, flash cards, books)
•

Bruzzone, C. (2003) Italian for Children. Fun, activity-based language learning. McGraw-Hill, China.

•

Cicogna, C. (1992) Un Proverbio Al Giorno! University of Toronto, Toronto.

•

Colaneri, J. and Luciani, V. (1992) 501 Italian Verbs. Barron’s Educational, New York.

•

ELI Magazines feature current issues, news and articles that provide insights into culture and lifestyle:
Tutti Insieme and Oggi Italia for upper secondary. Available at:
http://www.hi.com.au/bookstore/bhome.asp

•

Gobetti, D. (2002) Better Reading Italian. McGraw-Hill, US.

•

Gobetti, D. (1996) Italian Idioms. Barron’s Educational Series, New York.

•

Gruppo CSC. (2004) Buon Appetito!, tra lingua Italiana e cucina regionale. Bonacci Editore, Roma.

•

(1992) L’Italiano? Sì, grazie. Vocaboli illustrate, giochi, esercizi e fumetti, European Language Institute,
Loreto.

•

Mazza, D. (1999) The Oxford Concise Italian Dictionary. Oxford University Press, Oxford.

•

Perna, C. (2007) Uffa! Espressioni idiomatiche e molto di piú leggere e communicare. Farinelli, Edizioni,
New York.

•

Poesio, C. (1982) Conoscere le Maschere Italiane. Edizioni Primavera, Firenze.

•

(2007) Verb Wheel. Intext Book Company

Textbooks / courses
•

Aulicino, M. (1996) Il Giro D'Italia. McGraw-Hill, New York.

•

(2007) Ecco! Heinemann Languages, Victoria.

•

Gruppo Italiaidea. (2006) Italian Espresso, Italian course for English speakers. Alma edizioni, Firenze.

•

Guarnuccio, C. and Guarnuccio, E. (1997) Ci siamo. Heinemann Languages, Melbourne.

•

Italian School Committee. (1995) Andiamo in Italia. (5 levels)

•

Lazzarino, Aski, Dini and Peccianti. (2003) Prego! An Invitation to Italian. McGraw-Hill.

•

Radelli, G. (1997) Italia in Prospetiva: Authentic Readings for Advanced Beginning Students. (Voci D'Italia
Series) McGraw-Hill Contemporary, New York.

•

Sedunary, M. (1996) Forza! CIS Heinemann, Victoria.

Digital resources (CD-ROMs, DVDs, videos)
•

Italy inside Out. [video] BBC Learning, N. Sydney.

•

The Cities of the Jubilee, Rome, Florence, Venice, Naples. (2000) [video] Videorecord, Prato.

Learning objects
•

The Learning Federation – learning object catalogues http://www.thelearningfederation.edu.au/tlf2/

•

Department of Education eCentre for Teachers, Resource Centre, Learning Object search
http://ecentre.education.tas.gov.au/C15/Learning%20Objects/default.aspx Examples are:
o

Photo album: celebrations 2 – Look through a photo album showing celebrations and ceremonies
in Italy, matching captions to photos and answering questions.

o

Photo album: daily life 2 – Look through a photo album showing scenes from daily life, matching
captions to photos and answering questions.
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o

Photo album: school life 2 – Look through a photo album showing scenes from school life, matching
captions to photos and answering questions.

Websites
•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian/issimo/index.shtml Italianissimo

•

http://www.wordreference.com/ Dictionary

•

http://www.uni.edu/becker/italiano2.html#italiano Links to many sites

•

http://torre.duomo.pisa.it/ Leaning Tower of Pisa

•

http://www.theitalians.com.au/theitalians/Default.cfm The Italians - National Gallery of Australia. Italian
art from 1500 to 1800

•

http://www.virtourist.com/europe/Naples/index.html Virtual Tour of Italy

•

http://www.italyguides.it/us/roma/rome_italy_travel.htm Virtual Tour of Rome

•

http://www.thecolefamily.com/italy/pompeii/ Virtual tour of Pompeii

•

http://www.virtualitalia.com/ Culture

•

http://italian.about.com/ General site about Italy

•

http://www.flickr.com/photos/aroseo/sets/72157594199879003/ Photos of Italy

•

www.uffa.it Photos e.g. http://www.uffa.it/foto.php?categoria=4 NB: This site has chat, so students
should be supervised

•

http://www.smartphrase.com/Italian/italian.shtml Smart Phrase: Italian

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian/ BBC: Multimedia Italian lessons

•

http://academic.brooklyn.cuny.edu/modlang/carasi/site/pageone.html Language course with video and
audio

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian/talk/drinks/index.shtml Cin cin!

•

http://www.inglese.it/corso-gratis.htm Grammar

•

http://www.languageguide.org/italiano/ Vocabulary with audio in different categories

•

http://www.studentsoftheworld.info/ An open window in world cultures through pen pals

•

http://www.google.com/intl/it/ Google Italy

•

http://italian.about.com/library/handgestures/blgesturesindex.htm Gestures

•

http://home.unilang.org/main/wiki2/index.php/English-Italian_false_friends False friends

•

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/worldguide/destinations/europe/italy/ Lonely Planet Guide to Italy

•

http://espresso.repubblica.it/dettaglio-archivio/400221 Italian slang

•

http://academic.brooklyn.cuny.edu/modlang/carasi/site/pageone.html Language Course

•

http://www.horshamps.vic.edu.au/italian.htm Global Classroom Project

•

http://www.ashcombe.surrey.sch.uk/Curriculum/modlang/videos.htm The Ashcombe School - Videos
and quizzes to support students of Italian

•

http://touritaly.org Tour of Italy

•

http://www.uni.edu/becker/italiano2.html ‘Super Italian Websites’

•

http://www.italyheaven.co.uk/language.html ‘Italy Heaven’ - a good link to other websites

•

http://www.okey-dokey.co.uk/my_language/italian/language_practice.php Links to support learning
Italian and English e.g. online dictionaries with audio, cartoons, proverbs

•

http://www.montepescali.com/proverbs-button.html Italian proverbs

•

http://cogweb.ucla.edu/Discourse/Proverbs/Italian.html Italian proverbs
Note: All websites were accessed on 29 August 2007
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Assessment evidence guide
The assessment guide contains sample indicators that help teachers place students at a standard. They are
examples of student achievement and an on-balance judgement must be made about whether a student’s
performance is of similar difficulty to the indicators provided. In an on-balance judgement a student is
assessed over time and from a range of evidence.
When assessing a student:
1. Teachers use the indicators to place student performance at standard level.
2. Teachers then consider the following criteria to refine the judgement to stage level:
•

independence – level of support

•

accuracy of pronunciation, intonation, fluency, spelling and grammar

•

sophistication of language, including the level of detail, use of prior knowledge, breadth of
structures, complexity and creativity.

Teacher judgement will be supported by moderation and support materials including tasks and annotated
work samples.
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Assessment indicators – alphabetic languages

Listening

Standard one: Makes connections between words and phrases and their meanings in spoken texts
Stage 1




Stage 2

Stage 3

shows understanding of selected greetings in the target language from the teacher and
classmates e.g. hello, good morning
displays actions or gestures consistent with the meaning of a song or rhyme
makes a connection between a description and an object in the target language e.g. chooses an
item from a common pool, following the teacher's cues

Speaking

Stage 1





Stage 2

Stage 3

responds to simple courtesy exchanges with one or two words e.g. hello, good morning
imitates sounds and single words modeled by the teacher
responds to simple questions with teacher support e.g. What is your name? What animal /
colour is that?
sings short songs or chants with repetition of simple language

Standard one: Recognises letters, words or phrases

Reading

Communication

Standard one: Uses single words and short phrases in action related activities and in simple social
interactions

Stage 1




Stage 2

Stage 3

responds suitably in shared reading e.g. by laughing, joining in and repeating parts of the text
recognises language displayed in the classroom e.g. on labels, charts and pictures
uses clues from context to infer meaning e.g. uses illustrations to predict what the text might be
about

Writing

Standard one: Copies and writes letters, symbols or words




Language and
culture

Language as a
system



Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
produces written symbols with the intention of conveying an idea or message
copies or traces simple words
writes words with support e.g. labels pictures

Standard one: Recognises similarities and differences in the patterns of oral language




distinguishes between the familiar sounds of English and new sounds of the target language e.g.
by repeating words with the new sounds and associating them with the sounds of the written
target language words
recognises similarities in language conventions in the target language and in English by identifying,
with support, words that look and / or sound the same

Standard one: Understands that people have unique characteristics. Begins to be aware that they
are part of a connected world. Begins to make connections between the target culture and their
own culture as they experiment with the target language



identifies shared practices between their own culture and target language culture e.g. through
participation in cultural dances, rhymes, songs and games
talks about a child's experience of a celebration in a target language country
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Listening

Assessment indicators – alphabetic languages
Standard two: Recognises meaning of phrases and sentences and responds appropriately in
routine classroom activities and social exchanges

Stage 4



Speaking



Stage 6

responds non-verbally to familiar classroom instructions e.g. sit, stand
shows understanding of routine courtesy exchanges e.g. How are you?
shows understanding of familiar questions e.g. What day is it?

Standard two: Takes part in a spoken social routine and responds to familiar questions in everyday
classroom contexts

Stage 4




Stage 5

Stage 6

asks and responds to simple well-rehearsed questions
substitutes new words into well-rehearsed phrases or sentences e.g. in response to flashcards
gives simple instructions e.g. directions such as left, right, straight ahead

Standard two: Reads short repetitive texts containing familiar language and identifies single items
of information

Reading

Communication

Stage 5

Stage 4







Stage 5

Stage 6

finds key words in a text e.g. a shared big book
reads and recognises known words in familiar contexts e.g. classroom vocabulary
uses knowledge of letters and sounds to read new words
reads short texts e.g. readers, with familiar repetitive language and support from illustrations
matches familiar words and phrases to illustrations
chooses a few missing words from a short list of possible words in simple cloze exercises based
on familiar language

Writing

Standard two: Copies and writes phrases or short sentences using well-rehearsed language to
convey simple information




Language and culture

Language as a
system



Stage 4
Stage 5
Stage 6
uses models to create their own simple texts e.g. labels, simple captions for pictures and photos,
class big book
spells some common words correctly in own writing
imitates some well-rehearsed language structures, patterns and print conventions when writing
e.g. in speech bubbles

Standard two: Recognises similarities and differences in the patterns of oral and written language





arranges words to create simple sentences
notices that sometimes there will be several words or none at all for one word in English
identifies some cognates for familiar words in English
identifies features of sentences in both English and the target language e.g. full stops, capital
letters

Standard two: Students understand that people have differences and similarities and make
comparisons between the target language culture and their own. Begins to identify how cultural
values are expressed in language







communicates in the target language using some culturally appropriate gestures and terms of
address
notices some cultural values and practices within the target language culture and compares with
their own culture e.g. through class discussion of realia, folk tales, stories
identifies roles and responsibilities of people in the target culture and compares with own
culture e.g. family members, school children
notices that languages have different gender or status forms
notices that different forms of language are used to talk to different people e.g. friends, school
contributes positively to discussions about the target culture and language
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Assessment indicators – alphabetic languages
Standard three: Demonstrates comprehension of simple, factual items of information contained in
short spoken texts

Listening

Stage 7






Stage 8

Stage 9

shows understanding of the teacher's instructions in the target language with respect to routine
classroom activities and games
listens to others read simple texts and shows understanding of the gist
shows understanding of simple questions in familiar language e.g. How many children are there
in your family?
listens to others read simple texts with small number of unfamiliar words and identifies key
ideas
shows understanding of short conversations containing familiar language and contexts e.g. buying
things in a market

Speaking

Communication

Standard three: Makes statements and asks simple questions to exchange greetings and personal
information

Stage 7





Stage 8

Stage 9

engages in transactions and simple negotiations with peer and teacher e.g. practising questions
and answers in pairs, borrowing classroom items, requests to go to the toilet, conduct surveys
creates and performs simple role plays e.g. at the market
incorporates more than one idea or item of information in formulaic spoken texts using simple
conjunctions e.g. ‘and’, ‘but’
responds to simple questions using familiar language e.g. How many children are there in your
family?

Standard three: Reads short texts containing familiar language and identifies key ideas

Stage 7
Reading









Stage 8

Stage 9

extracts basic information from simple sentences containing well-rehearsed language e.g.
information about a pen pal’s school or home
shows understanding by answering simple questions about a text
reads short narrative texts and relates the main storyline in their own words in English
uses contextual clues and classroom displays to infer the meaning of some unfamiliar words
identifies information from a range of text types using rehearsed language e.g. school timetables,
graphs, advertisements, food packaging
arranges words to form correct sentences
sequences sentences based on well-rehearsed language e.g. daily routines, simple conversations

Writing

Standard three: Writes short texts to convey personal and factual information using familiar
language





Language as a system



Stage 7
Stage 8
Stage 9
uses some simple linking words e.g. ‘and’, ‘but’
follows a model to write for different purposes, e.g. an invitation, a wanted poster, postcard,
short letter
writes a personal profile using modeled sentences
demonstrates control of some well-rehearsed language structures, patterns and print
conventions when writing

Standard three: Recognises and uses correct patterns in the target language in familiar situations
and compares with English






identifies simple parts of speech in familiar target language and in English e.g. nouns, verbs,
adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions, pronouns
explains how the target language and English communicate some ideas e.g. plurals, ownership of
items, word order, number systems
identifies cognates from the target language to English and vice versa and adds to class lists
uses charts, word lists and simple picture dictionaries to support language learning
notices similarities and differences between languages, e.g. word order, sentence structure
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Language and culture

Standard three: Identifies and describes the value of cultural similarity and difference. Reflects on
how these are expressed in the target language culture and own culture






identifies changes in cultural practice over time e.g. clothing, leisure time, celebrations
notices how simple language forms and conventions (e.g. greetings, family titles) convey cultural
information
recognises that non-verbal behaviours can have different meanings in different cultures
participates positively in language learning activities
articulates some reasons for learning a language
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Assessment indicators – alphabetic languages
Standard four: Demonstrates comprehension of main ideas and some supporting details in social
interactions and in a variety of spoken texts

Listening

Stage 10






Stage 11

Stage 12

listens to a spoken text, e.g. an advertisement, and identifies on a teacher checklist,
characteristics of the advertised product e.g. price, size, colour, flavour
listens to a description of the daily routine of a child from the target language culture and
records the activities in sequence
listens to several descriptions e.g. of holiday destinations and uses the available information to
provide reasons for choosing one of the destinations
identifies single or separate items of information in a series of short spoken texts e.g. questions
and answers around the class
shows understanding of short texts containing recently rehearsed language and some prior
learning e.g. responding to recorded texts

Speaking

Stage 10







Stage 11

Stage 12

prompts and provides responses in information gap exercises
answers questions on nominated topics using previously rehearsed structures
gives instructions e.g. for making a recipe
gives a short talk on a prepared topic e.g. heroes or sport, using prompts
performs short role plays e.g. an interview with a famous personality
reads aloud paying attention to fluency, pronunciation and intonation

Standard four: Reads a variety of texts containing some unfamiliar language and identifies key ideas
and some supporting information

Reading

Communication

Standard four: Asks for and provides information and opinions about self and others, people,
places or events including in short conversations

Stage 10






Stage 11

Stage 12

completes cloze, information-gap and matching exercises selecting from a bank of words or
phrases
distinguishes between main ideas and supporting information
sequences sentences in a procedural text e.g. recipe
shows understanding of text e.g. by answering questions, completing a table, sequencing
information
uses available resources to decipher meaning of unknown words e.g. bilingual dictionaries

Writing

Standard four: Applies familiar linguistic patterns and structures to link and sequence information
and ideas in written texts






Language as a system



Stage 10
Stage 11
Stage 12
creates an invitation for a special event, writing in the appropriate format
finds words or phrases to complete tasks e.g. cloze, information-gap and matching exercises
expresses opinions and uses modeled sentence structures to support personal views e.g. music,
leisure activities, film stars, clothing, environmental issues
extends well-rehearsed language patterns to new contexts e.g. writes a letter or postcard
writes linked sentences to form a short paragraph or dialogue

Standard four: Recognises and uses correct patterns in the target language in familiar situations
without cues






applies strategies to decipher meaning of new words from context and textual resources e.g. uses
online dictionaries and teamwork
identifies and compares features of some text types in English and the target language e.g. brochure
observes the relevant text conventions e.g. appropriate format, punctuation
plans and edits own work and with peer e.g. checks for correct use of a specific structure
develops and explains strategies for internalising new language and building on prior knowledge e.g.
mnemonic devices, cue cards, Look Say Cover Write Check
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Language and culture

Standard four: Understands the value of cultural diversity. Understands how cultures and
languages contribute to shared and unique identity and values








notices and reflects on how texts and games can be culturally variable
recognises and compares cultural stereotypes and attitudes to difference
demonstrates increasing awareness of social and cultural norms
explores target language cultural practices through investigating and promoting a particular
target language cultural event / practice; and makes connections with own cultural practices e.g.
national day
explains the value of learning a language
interacts with native speakers respectfully
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Assessment indicators – alphabetic languages
Standard five: Demonstrates comprehension of overall meaning and key supporting details in
authentic and modified spoken texts

Stage 13
Listening










Stage 14

Stage 15

listens to a description, analyses the features and matches it to one of a set of images e.g. places,
people, clothing
listens to song lyrics and identifies key words and ideas
listens to a set of instructions that requires things to be done in a certain order to achieve a
result e.g. following directions in an environment, following a recipe
listens to different points of view and summarises the ideas e.g. describing preferred food or
restaurant; views on TV programs
identifies ‘when’ something is happening e.g. in the past, future
adapts to a range of speakers
shows understanding of texts which incorporate prior learning
infers meaning of some unknown words or expressions from context in extended aural texts

Standard five: Coherently presents and requests information and opinions in sustained
conversations and oral presentations

Speaking

Stage 13






Communication






Stage 14

Stage 15

recites a text such as a poem, autobiography or song
prepares and delivers a group presentation, using prompts
draws on and adapts known language to answer questions or participate in a conversation
interviews a peer / adult using contextually and culturally appropriate language
surveys class members to make observations and classify preferences about youth issues
self-corrects pronunciation and applies pronunciation patterns to unfamiliar language
uses appropriate forms of politeness in different contexts
reports back to the class to share results of a survey
initiates interactions on familiar topics

Reading

Standard five: Demonstrates comprehension of overall meaning and key supporting details in
authentic and modified written texts

Stage 13






Stage 14

Stage 15

uses a range of strategies to infer meaning of unfamiliar words
selects, orders and compares key information, opinions and relevant details e.g. on traditions,
beliefs and values
reads a text to locate information for a specific purpose, and synthesizes the information e.g.
short biography / article
presents a personal view on a text
deciphers text messages and reconstructs the full message

Standard five: Conveys a range of experiences or ideas, applying appropriate vocabulary and
structures in a range of written texts

Writing







Stage 13
Stage 14
Stage 15
manipulates language to express own ideas and for different purposes e.g. compares information
or ideas
writes and responds to emails to establish and maintain contact with a peer studying the
language in another school
maintains a personal journal / diary
uses a range of appropriate tenses
writes up to 4 or 5 paragraphs across a broad range of text types e.g. letter, brochure, web
page, email, description, creative story, report
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Language as a
system

Standard five: Uses correct patterns and analyses and interprets meaning in texts







analyses language patterns in songs, poems or media e.g. tense, technique, repetition, rhyme,
imagery
applies learnt patterns in producing own texts
uses knowledge of language structures to assist in interpreting texts e.g. use of the imperative
analyses language in order to identify and explain structures and patterns in text
reflects on formal and informal language, and when and where it is used
develops and explains strategies for own language learning through identifying own learning style

Language and culture

Standard five: Values and celebrates cultural diversity. Shares personal insights and a deeper
understanding of their own and other cultures









demonstrates evidence of cross-cultural understanding in the preparation and promotion of a
cultural event / text for an audience
communicates in culturally appropriate ways e.g. expressing disagreement, offering praise
develops a specialised vocabulary for describing language and culture
reflects critically on their experience of languages and cultures and how this has influenced their
self-identity
critically analyses a range of texts and explains how these contribute to an understanding of
culture
shows understanding that groups in society may contribute to changes in the target language and
English e.g. explores the impact on language by groups such as sporting groups or fast food
companies
monitors own interactions with the target language and culture and reflects on how to have
more successful interactions in the future e.g. consider appropriateness of language in emails
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Support materials
Glossary
Authentic
Authentic resources are texts that are taken directly from the target language.

Concept map
A diagram or graphic organiser that shows the relationships between concepts. They are linked with
connecting lines.

Graphic organisers
Ways of organising information in visual or diagrammatic forms. Examples include flow charts and timelines.

Intercultural language learning is an approach to the teaching and learning of languages that has
strong connections to inquiry thinking. It requires learners to adopt an inquiring state of mind, to notice
and question assumptions and to reorient themselves in relation to others. It focuses on language
interactions.

'I see, I think, I wonder'
This thinking strategy is useful for looking at visual texts. Students are asked ’What do you see? What do
you think about that? What does it make you wonder?’

K-W-L
Stands for what I know, what I want to know and what I learned. A three column chart is ruled up on a
page. Students brainstorm as a class or in groups what they know and list their prior knowledge (K) in the
first column. They set their goals for learning (W) in the second column and reflect or evaluate their
learning (L) in the third column.

Language learning strategies
Language learning strategies are intentional behaviours and ways of thinking used by language learners to
better help them understand, learn, or remember new information.

Languages (LOTE)
The current national term for this learning area is ‘Languages’. However to avoid confusion during the
transition, both terms are used in the local context.

Modified
Modified resources are authentic texts that are simplified or adapted to better meet student needs.

Non-verbal communication
Communication using signs, symbols, gestures and body language.

Podcast
Like a radio show, but instead of being broadcast live, a podcast is recorded, then distributed over the
internet, so that it can be listened to directly from the website or downloaded and listened to at a later
time. Podcasts range from general interest entertainment shows to those that focus on specific topics (e.g.
computers / music / education). Students can create podcasts for sharing with others and can give feedback
on the podcasts of others.

Recognition
Recognition indicates that a student has been introduced to a linguistic item but is not expected to be
proficient in using or applying it. Recognition tends to be at the receptive stage.

Text
Any communication involving spoken, signed, written, visual, non-verbal or auditory language.
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Text Types
The student will be expected to be familiar with a variety of text types. Teaching may introduce the student
to a wider range of text types in the course of their teaching and learning program:
advertisement

interview (script)

presentation

announcement

invitation

recipe

article

journal entry

report

blog

map

review

chart

menu

SMS

conversation

news item

song

diary entry

note / message

speech / talk (script)

discussion

personal profile

story

editorial

play

summary

email

podcast

survey

film

poem

timetable

formal letter

postcard

webpage

informal letter

wiki

Venn diagram
Venn diagrams use circles to illustrate the relationships between two or more groups of objects that share
something in common. They do not have to overlap, however examples that fit into both categories
overlap in the circles.

Visual texts
Any visual communication using language, signs and / or symbols. Visual texts can be in print or electronic
form.

Wiki
A wiki is a type of website, where anyone can add, remove and edit any of the content quickly and easily.
Probably the best-known example of a wiki is wikipedia (http://www.wikipedia.org), an encyclopaedia that
has been created by its users in over 200 languages.
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Resources to support teachers
General resources
•

www.education.tas.gov.au/lote Department of Education languages (L0TE) website

•

http://www.talis.tas.gov.au/delic.htm Search for resources in the LOTE collections in the State Library
of Tasmania

•

The Learning Federation – learning object catalogues http://www.thelearningfederation.edu.au/tlf2/

•

Department of Education eCentre for Teachers, Resource Centre, Learning Object search

http://ecentre.education.tas.gov.au/C15/Learning%20Objects/default.aspx
•

http://www.iltlp.unisa.edu.au/ Intercultural Language Teaching and Learning in Practice Project website

•

Scarino, A., Vale, D., McKay, P. (1991) Pocket ALL: A User’s Guide to the Teaching of Language and ESL,
Curriculum Corporation, Victoria Available from http://www.curriculum.edu.au

•

http://www.ltscotland.org.uk/maximisingpotential/ Maximising Potential: a new online resource for
teachers to support inclusion in modern languages

•

http://www.languageseducation.com/ Languages education in Australia: Australian Council of State
School Organisations (ACSSO) and the Australian Parents Council (APC)

•

http://www.mceetya.edu.au/mceetya/default.asp?id=11912 National Statement and Plan for Languages
Education in Australian Schools 2005-2008

•

http://rite.ed.qut.edu.au/old_oz-teachernet/projects/travel-buddies/ Travel buddies - soft toys or
puppets that are sent between schools

•

http://www.epals.com/community/ ePals Global Community

•

http://www.shambles.net/pages/learning/ict/exchange/ Classroom Exchange

•

http://hotpot.uvic.ca/ The Hot Potatoes suite includes six applications, enabling you to create interactive
multiple-choice, short-answer, jumbled-sentence, crossword, matching/ordering and gap-fill exercises.
For use by teachers or students

•

http://www.quia.com/ Create educational web pages, games or tests for a fee. Visit
http://www.quia.com/shared/ and search for activities created in your target language which you are
free to use

Language specific resources
•

http://www.eduweb.vic.gov.au/languagesonline/ Languages online: A guide for teachers. Online
resources for teachers and students

•

http://www.flickr.com/photos/aroseo/sets/72157594199879003/ Photos of Italy

•

www.uffa.it Photos e.g. http://www.uffa.it/foto.php?categoria=4 NB: This site has chat, so students
should be supervised

•

http://www.google.com/intl/it/ Google Italy

•

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/worldguide/destinations/europe/italy/ Lonely Planet Guide to Italy

•

http://www.horshamps.vic.edu.au/italian.htm Global Classroom Project

•

http://www.ashcombe.surrey.sch.uk/Curriculum/modlang/videos.htm The Ashcombe School - Videos
and quizzes to support students of Italian

•

http://www.uni.edu/becker/italiano2.html ‘Super Italian Websites’

•

http://www.italyheaven.co.uk/language.html ‘Italy Heaven’ - a good link to other websites

•

http://www.okey-dokey.co.uk/my_language/italian/language_practice.php Links to support learning
Italian and English e.g. online dictionaries with audio, cartoons, proverbs

•

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/it.html CIA The World Factbook.
Interesting demographic information for comparison with Australia

Note: All websites were accessed on 29 August 2007
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Summary table of resources for teaching Italian
Details of resource
Note: All websites were accessed on the 29 August 2007
Print resources (texts, posters, flash cards, books)

Standard
1

2

3

Bruzzone, C. (2003) Italian for Children. Fun, activity-based language
learning. McGraw-Hill, China.
Carthew, M. (2001) Strega Nonna. Voice Works series, Longman,
Sydney.

9

9

4

5

9

9

Teacher

9

Cicogna, C. (1992) Un Proverbio Al Giorno! University of Toronto,
Toronto.

9

Colaneri, J. and Luciani, V. (1992) 501 Italian Verbs. Barron’s
Educational, New York.
De Paola, T. (1993) Strega Nona Meets Her Match. Ashton
Scholastic, Gosford.

9

9

De Paola, T. (1993) Strega Nona And The Magic Pasta Pot. Ashton
Scholastic, Gosford.

9

9

De Paola T. (1993) Strega Nona ‘s Magic Lessons. Ashton Scholastic,
Gosford.

9

9

De Paola T. (1978) The Clown of God. Methuen, Sydney.

9

9

De Paola, T. (1980) The Legend of Old Befana. Voyager Books,
Hong Kong.

9

9

9

9

9

Di Francesco, A. Naddeo, C. (2002) Bar Italia. Articoli sulla vita
italiana per leggere, parlare, scrivere, Alma Edizioni, Firenze.
Dioguardi, R. & Abate, F. (1995) NTC’'s Beginner's Italian and English
Dictionary. NTC Language Dictionaries.

9

ELI Magazines feature current issues, news and articles that
provide insights into culture and lifestyle.

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Azzurro for upper primary. Ciao Italia and Ragazzi for lower
secondary. Tutti Insieme and Oggi Italia for upper secondary.
Available at: http://www.hi.com.au/bookstore/bhome.asp
Eli Picture Dictionary: Vocabulario Illustrato. European Language
Institute.

9

9

Feely, J. (1999) La Festa, A counting book. Longman, Melbourne.

9

9

9

Gobetti, D. (2002) Better Reading Italian. McGraw-Hill, US.
Gobetti, D. (1996) Italian Idioms. Barron’s Educational Series, New
York.

9
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Goldhagen, N & R. (1990) Easy Italian Crowssword Puzzles. Passport
Books, Illinois.

9

Gruppo CSC. (2004) Buon Appetito!, tra lingua Italiana e cucina
regionale. Bonacci Editore, Roma.
Hill, E. (1991) La giornata di Spotty (and other Spotty titles). Fabbri
Editori, Milan.

Immagini e Parole. A set of 240 flashcards aimed for primary
school. Available from http://www.hi.com.au/bookstore/bhome.asp

9

9

L’Italiano giocando, Tombola Illustrata. Picture bingo. European
Language Institute (ELI). Available from
https://www.languagebooks.com.au/

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

(1992) L’Italiano? Sì, grazie. Vocaboli illustrate, giochi, esercizi e
fumetti, European Language Institute, Loreto.
Mazza, D. (1999) The Oxford Concise Italian Dictionary. Oxford
University Press, Oxford.

9

Nickles, G. (2001) Italy the land. Crabtree Publishing, New York.

9

9

9

Nickles, G. (2001) Italy the people. Crabtree Publishing, New York.

9

9

9

Perna, C. (2007) Uffa! Espressioni idiomatiche e molto di piú
leggere e communicare. Farinelli, Edizioni, New York.

9

Pila, A. and Tonni, T. (1995) Evviva! European Language Institute.
Children’s books Levels 1, 2, and 3 with accompanying
audiocassettes and teacher’s book.

9

9

Poesio, C. (1982) Conoscere le Maschere Italiane. Edizioni
Primavera, Firenze.

9

9

9

(2007) Verb Wheel. Intext Book Company

Wood, A. (1990) Veloce Come Un Grillo. Child’s Play, London.

9

9

ISBN: 0370300696

Wildsmith, B. (1995) Saint Francis. Oxford University Press, Hong
Kong.

9
9

Hutchins, P. Quigly, I. (Trans.) (1971) Titch. Bodley Head, London.

Tames, R. (2000) The Life and Work of Michelangelo Buonarotti.
Heinemann, Oxford.

9

9

9

9

9

9
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Details of resource
Note: All websites were accessed on the 29 August 2007
Textbooks / courses

Standard
1

2

4

5

Aulicino, M. (1996) Il Giro D'Italia. McGraw-Hill, New York.

9

9

(2007) Ecco! Heinemann Languages, Victoria.

9

9

Gruppo Italiaidea. (2006) Italian Espresso, Italian course for English
speakers. Alma edizioni, Firenze.

9

9

Guarnuccio, C. and Guarnuccio, E. (1997) Ci siamo. Heinemann
Languages, Melbourne.

9

9

9

9

(2000) Italian Bonus System. Education Innovations, Willaston, SA.

3

9

Italian School Committee. (1995) Andiamo in Italia. (5 levels)

9

9

9

Languages Other Than English. (2000) Italian Years 4 to 10 Syllabus.
The Office of the Queensland School Curriculum Council.

9

9

9

Lazzarino, Aski, Dini and Peccianti. (2003) Prego! An Invitation to
Italian. McGraw-Hill.

9

Massola, L. (2006) Passeggiate: Strolls Through Italian. Artbrush
Productions, Flemington, Vic.
Methven, K. & Robertson, L. (1997) Primary Italian. Five Senses
Education Pty. Ltd. Seven Hills, NSW.

Teacher

9

9

9

9

9

Radelli, G. (1997) Italia in Prospetiva: Authentic Readings for Advanced
Beginning Students. (Voci D'Italia Series) McGraw-Hill
Contemporary, New York.

9

Sedunary, M. (1996) Forza! CIS Heinemann, Victoria.

9

Sivis-Easton, S. (2000) Italiano Facile e Divertente. INT Press, Ascot
Vale, Vic.

9

9

Wilkes, A. (1987) Italian for Beginners. Usborne Publishing Ltd.
London.

9

9

Ziglio, L. and Bali, M. Italian (2003) Italian Espresso. Alma Edizioni,
Firenze.

9

9

9
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Details of resource
Note: All websites were accessed on the 29 August 2007

Standard

Digital resources (CD-ROMs, DVDs, videos)

1

2

3

4

5

Italy inside Out. [video] BBC Learning, N. Sydney.

9

9

9

9

9

Ottimo! Learn to speak Italian. (2000) [CD-ROM] Curriculum
Corporation, Victoria, Australia. Available from
http://www.curriculum.edu.au

9

9

9

Quirky Comics. (2004) [CD-ROM] NSW Dept of Education and
Training and Curriculum Corporation. Available from
http://www.curriculum.edu.au

9

9

9

9

9

The Cities of the Jubilee, Rome, Florence, Venice, Naples. (2000)
[video] Videorecord, Prato.

Details of resource
NB: All websites were accessed on the 29th August 2007
Learning objects

Teacher

9

Standard
1

2

3

4

5

Teacher

The Learning Federation – learning object catalogues
http://www.thelearningfederation.edu.au/tlf2/

9

Department of Education eCentre for Teachers, Resource Centre,
Learning Object search

9

http://ecentre.education.tas.gov.au/C15/Learning%20Objects/
default.aspx
Identikit Italian (boy and girl versions to learn names &
descriptions of face parts)

9

9

My family – Italian (available as a set of four learning objects or
individually)

9

9

9

Ottimo! Learning objects available individually and in sets on a
range of topics, including:
•

Greetings ( ‘saying hello and goodbye’, ‘saying how you are’,
and ‘saying how you feel’)

9

9

9

9

•

1,2,3 (counting 1-10, 11-100, and how much things cost)

9

9

9

9

•

My things (colours, personal possessions and shapes & sizes)

9

9

9

9

•

My body (parts of the body, physical characteristics and ‘at the
doctor’s’)

9

9

9

9

•

Animals ('at the zoo' and 'describing animals')

9

9

9

9
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•

Let’s eat (eating & drinking; the fruit shop, and ‘what’s
cooking?’)

9

9

9

•

My clothes (naming clothes, coloured clothes and buying
clothes)

9

9

9

•

My house (contents and parts, where is the frog? and where
coloured things are)

9

9

9

•

Time (the hours, hours and half-hours, daily activities)

9

9

9

•

The family (family members, introducing others, family
occupations)

9

9

9

•

About me (what is my name?, how old am I?, where do I come
from?)

9

9

9

•

Let's play ('sports and games', 'what do you like to play?' and
'shall we go somewhere?')

9

9

9

•

Getting around: ('where are you going?' and 'how do you get
there?')

9

9

•

The weather ('today's weather', 'dressing for weather' and
'weather in other countries')

9

9

•

Going places ('places and weekdays', 'what you can and can't
do' , 'animals you see and hear')

9

9

•

My day ('what to do?', 'who's doing what?' and 'what are
people doing?')

9

Photo album: school life 1, celebrations 1 and daily life 1 – Three
learning objects based on looking through a photo album showing
everyday life of Italian students, matching captions to photos.

9

Photo album: school life 2, celebrations 2 and daily life 2 – Three
learning objects based on looking through a photo album showing
everyday life of Italian students, matching captions to photos.

9

Details of resource
Note: All websites were accessed on the 29 August 2007

Standard

Web sites

1

2

3

4

http://www.eduweb.vic.gov.au/languagesonline/ Languages online:
A guide for teachers. Online resources for teachers and students

9

9

9

9

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian/issimo/index.shtml
Italianissimo

9

9

9

9

http://www.behindthename.com/nmc/ita.php Names

9

9

9

9

http://www.pdictionary.com/italian/ The Internet Picture

9

9

9

5

Teacher

9
9
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Dictionary: Italian
http://www.wordreference.com/ Dictionary

9

9

9

9

9

9

http://iteslj.org/v/i/ English Italian vocab quizzes

9

9

9

http://www.uni.edu/becker/italiano2.html#italiano Links to many
sites

9

9

9

9

http://torre.duomo.pisa.it/ Leaning Tower of Pisa

9

9

9

9

http://www.theitalians.com.au/theitalians/Default.cfm The Italians National Gallery of Australia. Italian art from 1500 to 1800

9

9

9

9

http://www.virtourist.com/europe/Naples/index.html Virtual Tour
of Italy

9

9

9

9

http://www.italyguides.it/us/roma/rome_italy_travel.htm Virtual
Tour of Rome

9

9

9

9

http://www.thecolefamily.com/italy/pompeii/ Virtual tour of
Pompeii

9

9

9

9

http://www.virtualitalia.com/ Culture

9

9

9

http://italian.about.com/ General site about Italy

9

9

9

http://www.flickr.com/photos/aroseo/sets/72157594199879003/
Photos of Italy

9

9

9

9

9

9

http://www.fortunecity.com/millennium/skip/168/dictionary.html
Picture Dictionary

9

www.uffa.it Photos e.g. http://www.uffa.it/foto.php?categoria=4
NB: This site has chat, so students should be supervised
http://www.smartphrase.com/Italian/italian.shtml Smart Phrase:
Italian

9

9

9

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian/ BBC: Multimedia Italian
lessons

9

9

9

http://academic.brooklyn.cuny.edu/modlang/carasi/site/pageone.ht
ml Language course with video and audio

9

9

9

9

9
9

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian/talk/drinks/index.shtml Cin
cin!
http://www.inglese.it/corso-gratis.htm Grammar

9

9

http://www.abc.net.au/brisbane/stories/s1937908.htm Learn a
language with mornings, Madonna King radio program

9

9

http://geography.about.com/cs/blankoutlinemaps/ Geography

9

9

http://www.languageguide.org/italiano/ Vocabulary with audio in
different categories

9

9

9
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http://www.studentsoftheworld.info/ An open window in world
cultures through pen pals

9

9

9

http://www.google.com/intl/it/ Google Italy

9

9

http://italian.about.com/library/handgestures/blgesturesindex.htm
Gestures

9

9

http://home.unilang.org/main/wiki2/index.php/EnglishItalian_false_friends False friends

9

9

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/worldguide/destinations/europe/italy/
Lonely Planet Guide to Italy

9

9

http://espresso.repubblica.it/dettaglio-archivio/400221 Italian slang

9

9

http://academic.brooklyn.cuny.edu/modlang/carasi/site/pageone.ht
ml Language Course

9

9

9

9

http://www.horshamps.vic.edu.au/italian.htm Global Classroom
Project

9

9

http://www.ashcombe.surrey.sch.uk/Curriculum/modlang/videos.ht
m The Ashcombe School - Videos and quizzes to support students
of Italian

9

9

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-worldfactbook/geos/it.html CIA The World Factbook. Interesting
demographic information for comparison with Australia

9

http://touritaly.org Tour of Italy

9

http://www.uni.edu/becker/italiano2.html ‘Super Italian Websites’

9

9

http://www.italyheaven.co.uk/language.html ‘Italy Heaven’ - a good
link to other websites

9

9

http://www.okeydokey.co.uk/my_language/italian/language_practice.php Links

9

9

to support learning Italian and English e.g. online dictionaries with
audio, cartoons, proverbs
http://www.montepescali.com/proverbs-button.html Italian
proverbs

9

http://cogweb.ucla.edu/Discourse/Proverbs/Italian.html Italian
proverbs

9

www.education.tas.gov.au/lote Department of Education languages
(L0TE) website

9

http://www.talis.tas.gov.au/delic.htm Search for resources in the
LOTE collections in the State Library of Tasmania

9

http://www.iltlp.unisa.edu.au/ Intercultural Language Teaching and
Learning in Practice Project website

9
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Scarino, A., Vale, D., McKay, P. (1991) Pocket ALL: A User’s Guide to
the Teaching of Language and ESL, Curriculum Corporation,
Victoria Available from http://www.curriculum.edu.au

9

http://www.ltscotland.org.uk/maximisingpotential/ Maximising
Potential: a new online resource for teachers to support inclusion
in modern languages

9

http://www.languageseducation.com/ Languages education in
Australia: Australian Council of State School Organisations
(ACSSO) and the Australian Parents Council (APC)

9

http://www.mceetya.edu.au/mceetya/default.asp?id=11912 Nationa
l Statement and Plan for Languages Education in Australian Schools
2005-2008

9

http://rite.ed.qut.edu.au/old_oz-teachernet/projects/travel-buddies/
Travel buddies - soft toys or puppets that are sent between
schools

9

http://www.epals.com/community/ ePals Global Community

9

http://www.shambles.net/pages/learning/ict/exchange/ Classroom
Exchange

9

http://hotpot.uvic.ca/ The Hot Potatoes suite includes six
applications, enabling you to create interactive multiple-choice,
short-answer, jumbled-sentence, crossword, matching/ordering
and gap-fill exercises. For use by teachers or students

9

http://www.quia.com/ Create educational web pages, games or
tests for a fee. Visit http://www.quia.com/shared/ and search for
activities created in your target language which you are free to use

9
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